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A River of Stories 

A River of stories: Vaal Mystery, is a communi-
ty-based storybook built upon stories collected 

form all areas forming part of the Magareng district. 
These include: Warrenton, Ikhutseng, Warrenvale and 
Majeng Village.

This book forms part of the Environmental 
Conservation through Cultural Innovation project, 
with its main objective being the conservation of 
the Vaal River System and secondary hereto, the 
upliftment of the community at large.

Based upon a resource assessment of the 
Magareng area, the Vaal River System is its largest 
environmental resource but unfortunately there 
exists a total disconnect between the community 
and the object that is to be preserved. Moreover, it 
is apparent that there exists no relationship between 
community members and their general surroundings.

This is reflected in the cleanliness and aesthetic 
value of the town, the lack of sustainable conservation 
initiatives as well as sustainable economic incentives 
with the environment as base. Additionally, it is clear 
that the emotional well-being of the community at 
large is in a dire strait due to a myriad of reasons 
outside of the scope of this introduction, but which 
this project would like to address in a creative manner.

The idea of preservation is only credible if an 
individual has a heartfelt relationship with the object 
that is to be preserved. In this regard we may start 
to understand the apathy felt toward environmental 
conservation as our population is increasingly 
becoming more dependent upon a system that does not 
promote intimate environmental relationships within 
the realm of day to day life but rather emancipation; 
cultivating a consumer mindset of utilising and 
disposing, having no regard for the processes of birth 
and death of the items so faithfully consumed.

The search therefore becomes the identification of 
a heartfelt relationship toward the object that is to be 
preserved. The identification of a golden thread, that 
perfect balance between humanity and environment 
and the promotion thereof.

In South Africa there is a tendency towards preserv-
ing cultural heritage in various forms. This may be 
due to our relatively young history as a country and 
cultural loss due to rapid westernisation or simply the 
celebration thereof, whichever may be the case a lot 
of respect is endowed upon cultural traditions. One 
facet of cultural heritage has however been neglected 
and relates to our cultural heritage in relation to the 
natural environment and more specifically what role 
the natural environment played in the formation of 
our cultural heritage.

Our forefathers understood this relationship 
intimately, and in their way tried to relay this 
information to future generations via stories where 

the natural environment was personified so as to 
deliver the message of environmental harmony. 
These stories, although so incredible and loaded 
with a deep sense of environmental conservation, 
are seldomly told these days and to a lesser extent 
archived or celebrated.

Our focus, and golden thread between the com-
munity/individual and the surrounding environment, 
has therefore become cultural stories that are deeply 
rooted in the environment, whether this be the nat-
ural or built milieu.

These stories foster pride in both self and surrounding 
environment. It touches the heart and provides that 
heartfelt relationship toward the object that is to 
be preserved. Moreover, it awakens the mind to the 
presence of this very same relationship within the 
hearts of others. It promotes social cohesion among 
a group that shares something very general but truly 
unique. We share the same joy the same sorrow, the 
same views, the same history, the same beliefs, the 
same piece of earth. This feeling of belonging drives 
positive change, and one must always remember that 
change is motivated by people, not governments or 
organizational structures.

The driving force should be toward the positive, 
and we therefore hope that you enjoy the stories 
presented in this book with the hope that it will 
touch your heart and ignite positive change for the 
upliftment of both community and environment.

Lize van As
Director
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Warrenton is situated in the Magareng district, 
the most northern part of the Northern Cape, 

adjacent to both the North Western as well as the 
Free State borders. It comprises an area of 1.5km2 and 
is located on the southern banks of the Vaal River, 
approximately 70km north of Kimberley.

When thinking of Warrenton in all its glory, it brings 
to the fore thoughts on solidarity. A place where man, 
animal and nature come together. A place where 
borders cross, a place of rest between destinations, a 
place characterised by its beautiful gardens, friendly 
people and love for the Vaal River.

The town has a rich history but is even richer due 
to the special position it enjoys on the earth’s surface. 

The ecology of Warrenton can be described as an area 

where three different biome’s form an ecotype. In 

layman’s terms, where three different ecosystems 

meet. This includes the Karoo, Highveld and the Mid-

dleveld. These ecologies, with special characteristics 

unique to each, diversifies survival mechanisms and 

is the reason why most animals can survive in this 
setting. It is apparent when looking at the amount 
of game farms in the region. What is, however, more 
remarkable is that this collision of nature’s best 
would repeat itself in all human activities undertaken 
in this town.

In its infancy Warrenton was characterised by its 
central location, not only because of neighbouring 
markets but also because of its position within South 
Africa at large. It is in this area that three different 

British medical services during Anglo-Boer War, Warrenton, 20th century.

British medical services during Anglo-Boer War, Fourteen Streams, 
20th century.

Fourteen Streams bridge painting by C.I. Heads, 1920.

Fourteen Streams Station painting by C.I. Heads, 1918.

Union Hall, Warrenton, 191-.
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borders, namely the Cape, Free State and Transvaal 
colonies would meet. This meeting place would also 
be reflected in the national railway connection lines, 
whether it be toward Johannesburg, Cape Town, 
Rhodesia, Vryburg, Mafeking or Bloemfontein. It 
was truly a place of gathering, a place of rest before 
another adventure.

The first Europeans would only arrive in the area 
two centuries after their arrival in Cape Town. These 
individuals were limited to adventurers and pasto-
ralists, the only ones brave enough to attempt a trek 
so far inland. They were inherently travellers and 
therefore never made use of permanent structures 
for housing purposes. These were confined to tents 
or wagons only, and therefore left no trace behind. 
It was only much later, after the discovery of dia-
monds, that permanent structures would be noticed 
in the area.

Diamonds were discovered in 1866 within the Cape 
colony. Shortly hereafter, 1869, the “Star of South 
Africa” was found near Kimberley and was the first 
diamond to enjoy international recognition. With 
time this discovery would trigger the first diamond 
rush near Hopetown and in the middle of the 1870’s 
the second diamond rush near Barkly West. Not long 

hereafter diamonds were found in Du Toit’s Pan and 
started the well-known Kimberly diamond rush. It 
was this third diamond revolution that brought a sev-
enteen-year-old, Cecil John Rhodes, to South Africa.

The diamond revolution caused a population ex-
plosion in the Kimberley district, bringing with it all 
kinds of intrapreneurial pursuits. It was only in 1887, 
that the area known as Warrenton today, would be 
proclaimed a farm with the name Grasbult. The first 
owners were Charles Fichardt and Antonie Lodewyk 
Hamelberg at the time when this area still fell under 
Free State rule. Later, the farm would be divided into 
eastern and western parts and would fall under Cape 
rule. The western part of the farm was sold to a Mr 
Gabriel Nicolaas Venter, and it would be this very 
same man that built the first irrigation channel, upon 
which expansions were later made so as to accommo-
date the whole of Warrenton for irrigation purposes.

A group of eighteen entrepreneurs saw the poten-
tial of Warrenton as food supplier to the Kimberley 
population and bought the farm from Mr Venter in 
1880. The 3 365 morgen farm was divided into 287 
plots with the aim of establishing a town. Mr Venter’s 
irrigation channel was extended and later, in 1913, 
built out with cement to ensure sufficient supply 

of water to food producers. Vegetables, fruit and 
firewood were transported with wagons at first, but 
after the railway was extended to the town, could be 
transported via train to the Kimberley market.

The town was named after Sir Charles Warren in 
1882. Sir Charles Warren was born on 7 February 1840 
in Whales and died on 21 January 1927 in Somerset, 
England. He was a British soldier with the profession 
of surveyor, and in 1876 he would be commanded to 
determine the borderline between Griqualand-West 
and the Free State. This would take him on journeys 
far and wide, from Platberg to Ramah (Barkly West) 
and back with only a wagon and helpers by his side. He 
came to be known as a kind man with high standards 
and a willingness to help where he could. He would 
even make use of his father’s veld knowledge to heal 
common health ailments.

It was his accommodative attitude toward farmers 
that would instil respect towards him during the 
setting of border lines within the Warrenton district 
that gave Warrenton its name. He was always of the 
opinion that your land should be your land, in your 
province. Who would want to stand in their front 
garden having Griqualand-West on the one side and 
two steps further the Free State? No farm would be 

Causeway, Warrenton, 1935.Refreshment Room at Warrenton station, Warrenton, 191-.Central Hotel, Warrenton, 191-.
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divided as long as he drew the border lines, and of 
that he would make sure! It was this insight and 
compassion that gave him his good name.

At that time the feud between the Cape Colony and 
the Transvaal over the seizure of Griqualand-West 
was still in full sway due to the discovery of diamonds 
within the region. On 25 January 1885, Sir Charles 
Warren met with Paul Kruger at Fourteen Streams 
to sort out this feud, and once and for all set the 
most southern border line of the Transvaal. With 
5000 men on horseback, Sir Charles Warren drew the 
border line, where after Fourteen Streams would fall 
under Transvaal rule.

Diamonds were discovered in Warrenton in 1888 
and attracted people from all over South Africa. This 
led to the socio-economic development of Warren-
ton and with time, both Ikhutseng and Slangheuwel 
would be recognised as permanent communities. 
Development triumphed and in 1889 the railway line 
all the way from Cape Town would end in Warrenton.

At that stage, there was no thought on building 
bridges across the Vaal. One would arrive at Warrenton 
station and depart at Fourteen Streams, right across 
the river, to Johannesburg. The area surrounding 
Fourteen Streams or today’s Culture Resort, originally 
belonged to a James Brady. According to lore, James 
Brady had a small hotel on the banks of the river, and 
this hotel acted as a place of rest before departure at 
the Fourteen Streams train station to either Johan-
nesburg or Mafeking. There was even a corridor be-
tween two buildings for trading in diamonds, because 
at the time the diamond rush was still in full sway.

James Brady was seen as a kind man and died in 
1912. He was buried on his land by the Nazareth 
Sisters along with his best friend, a small dog. This 
grave still exists to this day and is maintained by 
the Culture Resort’s management team. Brady never 
married, and therefore while still alive sponsored land 

to Nazareth House and upon his death bequeath all of 
his property to his good friends, the Moleko family, 
that still lives there today.

Originally all trains stopped at Warrenton station 
and both man and luggage had to be offloaded and 
onloaded, pulled through a drift in the Vaal all the way 
to the Fourteen Streams station. Flooding, however, 
caused this method of transferral to be stopped, and 
instead use was made of a ferry to cross the river. The 
first bridge built was functional, but very low. It was 
so low that a push-pull locomotive had to be used, 
just to get the train across. Fortunately, this bridge 
would be replaced by a bridge much higher in stature, 
built with steel and concrete, and afterwards (1904-
1907) a third bridge, the one that is still in use today, 
would be built. The well-known low-water bridge 
was also built in 1920 to accommodate wagons as 
well as motor vehicles.

The Anglo Boer war broke out in 1899 between 
the British and Boere and would inevitably influence 
Warrenton and its community as it did the country 
at large. In this battle, Warrenton first found itself 
under the rule of the Boer’s and thereafter the Eng-
lish. This is then also the reason for the presence of 
the multiple “blok huise” found in the surroundings. 
It was also during the English occupation that Emily 
Hobhouse, with her multiple visits to concentration 
camps all over South Africa, would spend some time 
in Warrenton. She explicitly noted the capture and 
containment of 370 women and children in the Dutch 
Reformed Church of Warrenton in her journal.

After both the Anglo Boer war (1899-1901) and 
the First World war (1914-1918) the town would go 
through a rapid development phase.

For several years, use was made of the old church 
building as both church and classroom, but in 1893 an 
application was made for the formal construction of 
a school building (old Ester Modes). The school was, 

however, so popular that it was elevated in stature in 
1926 to a Highschool, upon which the building known 
today as the Warrenton Primary School was built to 
accommodate the number of learners streaming 
to Warrenton.

Warrenton was known as a church town in general. 
This was so, due to the fact that the church grew 
along with Warrenton, and Warrenton grew because 
of the church, to put it in simple terms. It was the 
Dutch Reformed Church that triumphed here, and the 
first mission sermons was already held here in 1882 
in a shed of Mr van Wyk, a local farmer. Church life 
in this area was rich to say the least and it was made 
clear by the presence of the Wesleyan Church, the 

Sir Charles Warren, location-unknown, 1879.
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Church of England, the London Missionary, the Berlin 
Missionary, the Roman Catholic Church as well as the 
Dutch Reformed Church. The first Dutch Reformed 
church was built in 1885 and with the socio-econom-
ic prosperity of the town, the consistory decided on 
the building of the church that is still standing in the 
centre of town today in 1937.

Of all developments in Warrenton, one of the 
largest contributors was the building of the Vaal-
hartz Irrigation Scheme. In 1934 Parliament would 
accept the suggested development plans for the 
Vaalhartz-Irrigation Scheme as this would tend to 
joblessness in the country due to the First World War 
as well as the subsequent great depression. Simulta-
neously work was started both at the Weir as well as 
the main channel for water provision located at Four-
teen Streams. The project was completed in 1946, 
and consists of 126km of supply channels, 540km of 
communal channels and a Weir, 735m long, 11m high 
all hand built with concrete.

The influx of people in search of jobs caused War-
renton to flourish. Businesses such as hairdressers, 
bars, laundromats, cafes, night schools, public swim-
ming pools and much more developed overnight. A 
cheese factory was established at Fourteen Streams, 
Doringhof Hostel (1953) and the local post office 
(1958) were built and with time, town management 
(Consistory) was replaced with the local Municipality.

The period 1960 to 1980 enjoyed peaceful but still 
rapid development. The area known as the “stasie” 
expanded from 6 to 10 neighbourhoods, Warrenton 
town was afforded 304 additional plots, 3 church 
premises, as well as a few business premises and a 
neighbourhood of 200 plots as well as a free trade 
business area for Indian citizens were made avail-
able. Dirt roads were slowly but surely replaced 
with tar roads and a Hospital, Primary School and 
Transka resort were built. Focus was also placed on 

the development of both Ikhutseng and Warrenvale 
where clinics, libraries, community halls and sporting 
grounds were constructed.

In this way, Warrenton developed into a model town 
known for its large plots, beautiful gardens, central 
setting and country atmosphere where one could still 
find peace.

In 1980, the well-known oppression of black people 
in South Africa started to take its toll. This oppression 
began bubbling to the surface in the form of boy-
cotts towards both town and city areas nationwide. 
Warrenton was not exempt from this anti-apartheids 
movement, and this era was therefore also known by 
boycotts, unrest and public violence.

Unrest escalated up until 1994, where after peace 
once more returned to the town and surrounding 
areas. The instability and radical transition from one 
governing body to the next did, however, dampen 
the development of Warrenton. This also went along 
with depopulation which became unavoidable due to 
the lack of well-paying job opportunities for young 
people in country settings nationwide. Instead, young 
couples would leave the peaceful town atmosphere of 
Warrenton behind for the riches and rush of the cities.

These, along with other factors, would eventual-
ly lead to the absence of responsibility toward the 
growth of the town and with time would cause the 
total demise of the town because of power play’s 
or rather the absence thereof. The model town’s 
infrastructure was not maintained, and local by-laws 
not adhered to or enforced. Systematically local busi-
nesses started closing down, the public swimming 
pool was demolished, sport and recreational grounds 
deteriorate, parks, business and homes are not ec-
statically maintained and where there were once tar 
roads, once more a return is made to dirt roads. In 
general, lawlessness triumphs and leads to the dete-
rioration of both the material as well as the spiritual; 
the disheartening of a once proud community. 

This need not be the order of the day. This town 
has all the characteristics of a place that should 
flourish. It is on the banks of the Vaal River, on the 
crossing of both the N12 and N18, in a very special 
ecological habitat, and central to South Africa. It has 
all the right ingredients to be an absolute success. 
All that is needed is a community that is willing to 
take responsibility once more. A community that will 
believe in Warrenton again!

James Brady grave, Warrenton 
Culture Resort, 2019.

Fourteen Streams hotel, Warrenton Culture Resort, 2019.
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(First known as Kgomo Ka Beke)

Ikhutseng, the place of rest as it is also known, has 
its origins outside of written and oral history, and 

therefore it is very difficult to pinpoint its estab-
lishment to a certain date, and by a certain group 
of people.

Early maps of the area indicated that Gri-
qualand-West was subdivided into various areas 
ruled by unique indigenous groups: The Bechuana 
and Baralong in the Kuruman area, the Korana in 
the Campbell area and the Bushman in between the 
Modder and Riet River.

This was the landscape before the arrival of the 
Europeans, and would change with the establishment 
of the Orange Free state and Transvaal. This land 
proclamation by the Europeans did, however, not go 

without resistance as in 1858 both the Batlhaping and 
Bushmen groups would fight to retain their land. This 
was when the Batlhaping was ruled by Kgosi Gase-
bone, and the Bushman by Kousop.

In July 1858 Kousop was killed just south of Wind-
sorton and Kgosi Gasebone killed in August 1858 at 
Rooidam during a battle with combined forces from 
both the Free State and Transvaal. These wars con-
tinued until 1868, not excluding other groups such as 
the Korana, Baster or later Griqua people scattered 
across the Northern Cape.

Although the Batswana were mainly hunters and 
pastoralists, they had acquired technical toolmaking 
skills in the 18th century that they could use to exploit 
their natural resources with. This scene changed 
drastically with the discovery of diamonds in the 
1860’s and in Shillington’s book “The colonization 
of the Southern Tswana, 1820 – 1900” he is of the 
opinion that the Tswana people had already taken the 
initiative to trade in the southern Cape, long before 
colonial capitalism left its mark on Griqualand-West. 
The rapid expansion of diamond fields after 1870 just 
added to an already existing economy.

In 1871, Sir Henry Barkly proclaimed Griqualand-
West, British territory. In 1873 the Kimberley area’s 
community already consisted of 30 000 Africans 
and 13 000 Europeans, making it the second largest 
town in all of South Africa. Originally depots were 
established to house black people arriving from the Rinderpest, Warrenton area, 1896.

Map of Griqualand-West and adjoining territories, Kimberley, 1879.

Municipal police, Ikhutseng, before 1994.

O.S. Modisaotsile and daughter, Ikhutseng, 1930’s.
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interior until legal employment was insured. Later in 
1877, locations were established for Tswana people.

Vooruitzight diggings, the De Beers brothers farm, 
was a place where all mixed nationalities tried their 
luck on finding their fortune. In 1871 the area was 
first called the “New Rush” because Lord Kimberley 
could not pronounce or write the Dutch name of 
Vooruitzight properly and for this reason the area was 
named Kimberley.

In those days it was also impossible to accommo-
date tribe’s cattle in the digging areas, and therefore 
all cattle and land of indigenous persons joining the 
diggings that were not already confiscated, were, and 
they were given a pass or service contract to indicate 
legality. From here they would make their new home 
in the designated “Native Location” as established in 
1877 in Griqualand-West.

The history of the name “Kgomo Ka Beke” or “A cow 

a week” has its origins five years before Warrenton 

was named by Sir Charles Warren. It is assumed that 

various groups had already established themselves 

in the Warrenton area, retaining in some manner of 

speaking their pastoralist way of life in contrast to 

the Native Location established in Kimberley. People 

commuted to Kimberley for work but saw their home 

in the Warrenton area. A place abundant in grazing 

land, water and meat. Plenty for everyone to share!

There are also other lore surrounding the meaning, 
some elders indicating it meant “A women every 
other week”. Another theory including the Rinderpest 
of 1896 which corresponded with the killing of many 
cattle in the area, leading to a battle with Kgosi Ga-
lesewe near Phokwane when some of his cattle were 
shot without permission. The latter two theories may 
be believable but does, however, not correspond to 
the right timing of the emergence of the name and 
we therefore assume that the former theory is closer 
to the original meaning.

In general, however, Ikhutseng never had a single 
place of origin, it was rather a big piece of pastoral 
land, and therefore the area originally consisted of 
different living clusters. Each and every family had 
their own corner of cattle, pigs and goats. It was in 
fact a large communal farm.

The development of Ikhutseng is then supplement-
ed with and dictated by the development of Warren-
ton in coming years, and we refer the reader to the 
Warrenton History section of this book for additional 
information. In general, however Warrenton’s de-
velopment was based on church principals, as it was 
the first town management structure to be formed, 
and this would overspill into Ikhutseng. Ikhutseng 
was bursting with churches and missionaries from all 
across the world.

Consistory of the Luthern  Church, Ikhutseng, 1970’s.

Left to right:

Mrs Leah Kgadiete (H.O. Kgadiete’s grandmother); Unknown, 
Unkown, Johanna Kgadiete, Mrs Elizabeth Kgadiete (H.O. 
Kgadiete’s mother); Mrs Rabotlo; Unknown; Clement Kgadiete; 
Unknown; Unkown; Mrs Jantjies; Unkown; Seated : Rev. Mokwai 
and Mrs Mokwai

Mayorial event with H.O. Kgadiete, second from the left,  
area unknown, 1990’s.

Ikhutseng Community Hall, Ikhutseng, 2019.Big Box business section, Ikhutseng, 2019.
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When new community members joined this com-
munity, it was because Ikhutseng represented life, it 
represented a place of plenty, a place where you could 
farm, but could still keep thread with the developing 
world. From this place, you could discover the world, 
all train junctions met here, there was enough graz-
ing capacity to accommodate all, people could fish, 
vegetables and fruit could be grown. This was a rich 
place to say the least.

The community that made up Ikhutseng came from 
far and wide, from Majeng, Shaleng, the Free State and 
included fortune seekers and farm workers from all 
over. These mostly included Tswana speaking people, 
but later also Xhosa, and further along, Slangheuwel 
would form the basis of Afrikaans speaking Non-
whites, who would cluster together in the area.

In later years, Ikhutseng would be subdivided into 
different areas, these include Big Box, Gin Hall, Sonder 
Water, Slangheuwel and Thaks, or Thagadiepelajang. 
Big Box represented the larger location and contained 
all the shops, it was most sought after to live here as 
everything happened in this area; Jabula, Cindy and 
Thanda-Bantu and activities of the like. Gin Hall in 
turn, represented the living quarters of the brave and 
violent, the place where drinking and fighting went 
hand in hand, and was not a place you’d necessarily 
want to find yourself in.

Proceeding past today’s primary schools toward the 
left and back of Ikhutseng, this area is called Sonder 
Water and was so named because it was on the rise 
of the ditch that Ikhutseng lies in. Water provision 
was always difficult in the area and therefore the 
Afrikaans name, meaning “Without Water”. Thaga-
diepelajang or Thaks, has the meaning of joyful birds, 
and indicates that at one time this area was known 
for the joyful singing of birds and Slangheuwel in 
turn, located behind the shops situated in Big Box, 

goes without explanation, this was an area filled with 
snakes and was known for housing coloured people.

Due to the close proximity of Big Box and Slangheu-
wel, a lot of intermarriages took place and therefore 
it was quite common to find a mixture of languages 
spoken, mostly Afrikaans and Setswana though. In the 
1960’s, however, the implementation of the Group 
Areas Act forcibly removed these coloured people for 
relocation to what is known today as Warrenvale. 

Some Tswana speaking people also made use of 
this opportunity to move along with the Slangheuwel 
group, as in those days Coloured people had identity 
documentation of a higher status than Black people. 

These documents consisted of an ID card and later a 
Book of life in contrast to the Dompas Black people 
carried. You could secure a better job with more priv-
ileges as a Coloured person than as a Black person, 
and therefore a lot of people changed their Tswana 
surnames to Coloured surnames during this upheaval.

As Ikhutseng grew, so rules and regulations grew 
along with it and at one stage the area would be sub-
ject to “Blokmanne”, people responsible for certain 
areas, very much like the Ward Councillors of today. 
These councillors of sorts were amongst the most 
prominent of the community and consisted of people 
like the Mothumi’s, Mekwena’s, Nezi etc., whom also 
had the duty to name this community. They decided 
on Ikhutseng, place of rest.

This name was most fitting for in the infancy of 
development in the area it acted as a place of rest, 
a place people called home when far off at diamond 
fields or farms. In later years it retained this very 
same purpose, as people would still leave the area in 
search of better jobs, working far off on roads, mines 
and so forth, but would always return home, to the 
place of rest.

Ikhutseng developed and grew as Warrenton did. 
This council together with the government of the 
time, would plan further development of the area. 
Church based schools would be afforded independ-
ence by the building of dedicated schools and road 
and water infrastructure developed to accommodate 
every person living in the community. Taps were 
strategically placed in front of certain houses, and if 
in front of yours, it was your duty to take responsibil-
ity for it. Old men would take this duty so seriously, 
that when young boys forgot to close the tap, they 
would get a ketty shot as reprimand.

Job opportunities were myriad, because develop-
ment in and outside of town was booming. Despite 
the sways apartheid brought with it, people were Uniting Reformed Churuhc in Southern Africa, Ikhutseng, 2019.
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never hungry and could always make use of the many 
entrepreneurial incentives the town presented. Sell-
ing fish, vegetables, fruits, firewood, meat, you name 
it. The area was filled with abundance.

With time a community hall, sport grounds and 
satellite police station would also be added to the 
growing infrastructure. This place of rest expanded 
and would cause the government of the time to 
become somewhat concerned. For this reason, the 
government tried to buffer growth by developing 
quarries where growth was meant to happen and 
would even build a sewage plant so as to mitigate 
growth towards the town itself, or so it is thought.

Ikhutseng, like all other townships would also 
be influenced by the Anti-Apartheids movement 
of the 1980’s, and the era 1980 to 1994 would be 
characterised as a time of unrest, public violence and 
stunted development at large. There does not exist a 
lot of information regarding the struggle in Ikhutseng 
in any recorded format, but what is certain is that 
Ikhutseng would play its role as harbour of various 
freedom fighters.

After 1994, the newly elected government would 
invest in more infrastructure, the development of 
roads, sewage systems, upgrading of the sport and 
communal grounds, building of RDP housing, a clinic 
and the provision of basic services including electric-
ity, water supply, and refuse removal to disadvan-
taged areas. The first ANC Major of the town would 
be the renowned H.O. Kgadiete, first school principal 
of the Berlin Mission School located in town at first 
and which was moved to Slangheuwel in the 1960’s. 

In August of 1996, the Nelson Mandela Founda-
tion would also formally open a state-of-the-art 
public primary school for previously disadvantaged 
community members. This was to act as a vow of 
commitment to quality education in the province. 

Rolihlahla Primary is by far the most prestigious 
school Ikhutseng has to this very day.

These developments would greatly add to the value 
of Ikhutseng as a town in its own right, and today 
many people still call Ikhutseng their home even 
though they work far away.

We believe that it is important to remember the 
roots of this very special piece of land. It is not a 
piece of land where people were forced to move to, or 
forcibly removed from, it does not have a unfortunate 
or poor history, no rather it is a place where people 
established themselves voluntarily because of the 
beauty, abundance and rest it represented. It is our 
hope that people remember these base characteristics 
and try to cultivate this sense of love and belonging 
once more toward the area in generations to come.

Rolihlahla Primary school, Ikhutseng, 2019.

Sonderwater water point, Ikhutseng, 2019.

Pholong Clinic, Ikhutseng, 2019.
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Warrenvale has its origins, its roots, firmly 
planted in Slangheuwel without which Warren-

vale would have never come to exist at all and the 
reader is referred to the history of Ikhutseng for in 
depth detail.

Slangheuwel was known as an area near, but still 
separate from Ikhutseng in the 1900’s. It housed a 
large coloured community whom, most probably, 
had their descent from a mix between the Griqua, 
KhoeKhoe, San, Namaqua, slaves and Europeans, 
all in search of the riches and status the diamond 
rush of the 1860’s brought with it. In general, Slang-
heuwel’s history is that of Ikhutseng, a place where 
people came together because of the abundance of 
the area, a place of rest between destinations and a 

home to families whose husbands and fathers would 
work far off on diamond fields and farms. Undoubt-
edly, however, Slangheuwel and Ikhutseng were also 
shaped because of the “Native Locations” system 
implemented by Major Owen Lanyon of the British 
government of the time (1870’s).

These “native locations” were characterised as 
areas that had to be too small for subsistence living 
but that would serve as labour reserves for farmers 
or the diamond revolution. The development of these 
two communities would therefore be subject to these 
regulations and guided by the formation of Warren-
ton, whether this be because of fruit and vegetable 
supplies to Kimberley (1878) or due to diamond 
discoveries in the area itself (1888).

In subsequent years, Ikhutseng and Slangheuwel 
would grow in unison with Warrenton, and even 
though the coloured community lived in Slangheuw-
el, both their school and church were located within 
Warrenton. There are various accounts of people re-
membering how they used to walk across the barren 
lands all the way from Slangheuwel to town, and in all 
cases, it is remembered as an exciting affair. 

Lutheran zink church and bell in Slangheuwel, Ikhutseng, 2019.

Warrenvale Combined School, Warrenvale, 2019. Inside the Lutheran zink church in Slangheuwel, Ikhutseng, 2019.Warrenvale Library and Clinic board, Warrenvale, 2019.
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The Lutheran church was established in 1915 and 
in turn also started the Berlin Mission School. This 
church was an extension to the one already estab-
lished in Pniel, near Barkley West. This school was 
located where today’s Telkom building is situated, 
and its first principal was a Mr H.O. Kgadiete. It was 
a proud and neat school. It had a feeding scheme and 
sourced milk from Mr. Reardon (Middle plaas / Middle 
Farm) and bread from Mr. Sliep (Warrenton Bakery).

The Group Area’s Act was proclaimed in 1950 and 
this gave way to the relocation of the Berlin Mission 
School and the Lutheran Church to Slangheuwel. The 
pastor and then also principal of the time, reverend 
Jantjies, built the still standing zink church and brick 
school as a new refuge for the community. 

With time, however, Slangheuwel started to expand 
and this expansion caused the decline of the buffer 
zone that existed between Ikhutseng and Slangheu-
wel. This, was unacceptable to the then ruling gov-
ernment, black and coloured people were not to mix.

A new area near both Warrenton and Ikhutseng was 
identified in 1967 on which sub-economic houses as 
well as a school was built for the relocation of the 
coloured group living in Slangheuwel. The area was 

named Warrenvale, and slowly but surely people 
were introduced to this idea of a new and separate 
home. Children from Slangheuwel attended school in 
Warrenvale long before the larger community were 
relocated to make settling easier.

The relocation process was, however, not easy 
to say the least. It caused much emotional trauma 
because Slangheuwel was characterised by so many 
happy memories and abundance in contrast to the 
new home they now had to accept. The large yards, 
fruit trees, nights lying around and listening to LM 
radio, children playing joyfully, and the hearts filled 
with love and pride was in stark contrast to this new 
world of sub-economic housing and small yards. 
These houses were empty shells consisting of 2,3 or 4 
rooms without a bathroom or sewage system. People 
were simply picked up with a trailer and tractor in 
Slangheuwel and dropped at one of these dusty and 
rugged yards.

The relocation was difficult in an emotional sense, 
but moreover, it was even more difficult to establish 
pride in the surrounding environment. Dedication 
and hard work were necessary to transform this new 
refuge into something the community could once 

more be proud of. The community did not remain idle 
though, and with time built this pride in their envi-
ronment.

The school was so successful that a double shift was 
implemented just to accommodate all the learners. 
Originally the school consisted of grades one to eight, 
or Sub A to Standard six only, and children wanting 
to complete matric had to either go to Kimberley 
or Vryburg in order to do so. It goes without saying 
that this constraint due to distance and finances kept 
matriculation numbers in Warrenvale low, but with 
perseverance and persuasion, a certain Pastor Janse 
convinced the local government to add to the school’s 
Standards year after year. This persuasion started in 
1975 and in 1990, Warrenvale could boast with their 
very first matriculant. In the early 2000’s Warrenvale 
accommodated a total of 950 pupils and today acts 
as educational learning centre for 735 pupils, made 
up of learners from grade R up until Grade 12.

Slowly but surely, Warrenvale started to expand 
socio-economically. Electricity was installed at all the 
houses and a much-appreciated sewage system im-
plemented. A certain Mr Ismael Mohammed also built 
a shopping complex to accommodate new start-up 

New Lutheran church building, Warrenvale, 2019.

Mr Ismael Mohammed’s shopping complex, Warrenvale, 2019. Transka Resort entrance, Warrenvale, 2019.
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businesses. He used to supply the whole of Warren-
vale with fruits and vegetables produced on his estate 
located in Longstreet, but after the Group Areas Act, 
had to change his avocation. In 1980 a sport complex 
was built along with a community hall, library and 
a clinic. In time, Warrenvale built more and more 
character becoming something the community could 
really be proud of.

Church life also did not stay behind. The Dutch 
Reformed Mission Church was built in 1982, and in 
1983 the Lutheran Church. After these two churches 
were established the Roman Catholic as well as the 
Apostolic church followed suit. Due to the immense 
capacity for prosperity and development, the govern-
ment decided to invest even further in the town and 
decided on the development of a holiday resort. The 
resort would be called Transka, indicating the border 
near which Warrenton was located, right in the mid-
dle between the Transvaal and Cape provinces of the 
time. This provided an influx of tourists and acted as 
further economic upliftment to the town.

Warrenvale was managed by a Management Com-
mittee at this stage. It consisted of Pastor Janse, John 
Dyker, Mr. Jonathan , Elwyn Pieterse, Ismael Moham-
med and Mr. van Wyk the principal at the time. In 
collaboration with the local Municipality, Warrenvale 
had its very own workforce, and the Management 
Committee worked ceaselessly on further devel-
opment of the town at large. Cement streets and 
stormwater channels were built to better infrastruc-
ture and in 1990 the town entered the neatest town 
competition in its own right.

Warrenvale won this prize and along with it R500 
000. In those days this amount of money was still 
worth something, and one could instil true change. In 
1991, Warrenvale once again competed for the neatest 
town award in which it came second and won R250 
000 in prize money. These awards were utilised for 

the construction of tar roads from the main entrance 
to Transka Resort, as well as all the residential roads 
up unto Third lane.

The stories, lives and ways of the eldest in War-
renvale and the history of collaboration within a 
community toward the same goal, leaves deep traces 
in the heart. This example of a community that 
worked together to make a difference to their own 
lives’ despites their circumstances, leaves hope in our 
hearts of a fire that may once more be ignited on the 
banks of the Vaal River.

Warrenvale entrance monument, Warrenvale, 2019.

Transka Resort notice-board, Warrenvale, 2019.

Front view of the Lutheran zink church in Slangheuwel, 
Ikhutseng, 2019.
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MAJENG

Majeng can be characterised as the original home 
of the indigenous group called the Batlhaping.

The Batlhaping tribe was a breakaway group of a 
much larger group called the Barolong. This group 
can be dated back as far as 1270, and derives their 
name from their first ruler, Morolong. In Setswana, 
this name means to forge, and suggests one who was 
a practitioner in the craft of blacksmithing. 

The Barolong were widely spread out between the 
headwaters of the Molopo and the Modder Rivers 
by the time they were ruled by their eighth king, 

King Madiboya. During the rule of King Tshesebe 
(1565 – 1595), this group subdivided, and a group of 
clans under the sub-king (Kgosana) Phuduhutswana, 
emigrated southward to eventually establish them-
selves at Dikgatlong near the confluence of the Vaal 
and the Harts Rivers. The reasons for this particular 
excursion is unclear, but these emigrant Barolong, 
never the less, retained links with the capital. Famine 
compelled this group to break with tradition and eat 
fish, and ever since they were called the Batlhaping, 
meaning  the fish people.

There came a time during the reign of King Tau, the 
fourteenth Barolong king, that the Batlhaping decided 
to  cease sehuba (tribute) payments to him. By doing 
this, the group declared themselves independent of 
the larger Barolong group, which now existed in their 
own right.

During one of their migrations in 1750, the Bat-
lhaping came across the Korana, a nomadic Khoi 
tribe. The two tribes established trade relations and 

settled together at Nakoneng. Intermarriage between 
the Batlhaping and the Korana was quite common in 
those days and in this way the Batlhaping diversified.

The Batlhaping tribe did, however, retain the 
Baralong tradition of iron mining and learnt to forge 
their own tools from iron and copper. At that time, 
1812, they were making regular expeditions to the 
Orange River for trade in copper, iron, knives, axes, 
assegais, tanned skins, ivory spoons, glass beads etc. 
with other Khoi tribes. In exchange they received 
cattle and survived by their agro-herding type of 
farming lifestyle.

Of all the Batswana groups, the Batlhaping formed 
the most southerly group. They were a kind people, 
keen to learn new things, and had a deep attachment 
to and pride in their land as it was their main source 
of livelihood. Their farmstyle livelihood, unfortu-
nately also made them very vulnerable to the mineral 
revolution under the British Colonial Government.

Mary Wesi and Sophia Thabi Newspaper inner 
clipping, Majeng, 2018.

Botlhasitse and Waterboer, place-unknown, 1974.King Lotlamoreng Montshiwa of the 
Mafeking Baralong tribe, Kimberley, 
1945.

Barolong man (mineworker), 
Kimberley, early 20th century.
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None the less, this group along with others, fought 
bravely for their right to land against the colonial 
forces, but were defeated. Fortunately, under Major 
Owen Lanyon the Native Locations system was im-
plemented in order to accommodate the Batlhaping 
land claim at Dikgatlong (Barkley West) in 1874, and 
they once more were able to live in peace.

Unfortunately, in 1896/7 this very same community 
was forced to flee from Dikgatlong as a certain Mr 
Hall demanded cattle and grazing land. The Batlhap-
ing being a proud group, refused his request upon 
which he set their land on fire.

It was during this time (1908) that the village lead-
er, Majeng, volunteered to go search for some other 
land, more suitable and able to sustain his people 
that were now in dire straits. He eventually found a 
fertile piece of land near Warrenton on the banks of 
the Vaal River and the whole community moved to 
the area. The area was called Majeng ever since. 

In 1975 more than 650 families were forcibly re-
moved from Majeng Village to Kgomotso settlement, 
which at that time was under the Bophutatswana 
rule. A few years later a number of families were once 

again resettled to Vaalboshoek as they were informed 
that a dam would be build near Warrenton.

The community comprising of a 1000 people, 
struggled to make a living in the overcrowded, dusty 
and dry Kgomotso that was unable to sustain the 
number of people living upon it, and an urge to return 
to their homeland, the lush green valley of Majeng 
village, built. Eventually they were allowed to go back 
to Majeng to clean their ancestors graves upon which 
an even greater urge to relocate was ignited.

When the opportunity presented itself after 1994, 
some of these community members returned to Ma-
jeng and instituted a community land claim in 1996 
through a formal land restitution process. The Land 
Claims Court restored their ownership of approxi-
mately 10,200 hectares of land where Majeng village 
is situated today in 2002 and the Batlhaping could 
relocate back to Majeng Village once more.

Today, this tribe comprises of 800 families, many 
of whom are still resident at Kgomotso some 60km 
north from Majeng village. 

Traditional house activities, Majeng, 2019.Front view of a traditional house, 
Majeng, 2019.

Traditional house, Majeng, 2019.

Circle at Entrance, Majeng, 2019.

Majeng turnoff, Majeng, 2019.

Residents K. Dibe and 
L. Setlhabi, Majeng, 
2019.
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Interviewer : Tshepang Mabote
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Jeremiah was born in 
Thagadiepelejang, near Hartswater, 
some 50km from Warrenton on 
the 22nd of September 1960.

When he was 13 years of age, he and 
his family moved to Lesotho, near 
Ficksburg, where he went to school. 
In 1979 he obtained a position on 
a mine in Rustenburg, but left his 
parents back in Hartswater, his 
birthplace. During his employment, 
his family moved to Warrenton and 
he joined them many years later.

Jeremiah feels strongly about his 
surrounding environment. He 
believes that community members 
should take more responsibility 
themselves and rather invest in 
their own cleaning initiatives such 
as making pit fires upon which 
one could burn garbage such as 
children’s nappies and the like. 
He does not see the Municipality 
taking responsibility anytime soon. Lize van As
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JEREMIAH  
TEBOHO KHESA 

Interviewer : Tshepang Mabote
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Jeremiah was born in 
Thagadiepelejang, near Hartswater, 
some 50km from Warrenton on 
the 22nd of September 1960.

When he was 13 years of age, he and 
his family moved to Lesotho, near 
Ficksburg, where he went to school. 
In 1979 he obtained a position on 
a mine in Rustenburg, but left his 
parents back in Hartswater, his 
birthplace. During his employment, 
his family moved to Warrenton and 
he joined them many years later.

Jeremiah feels strongly about his 
surrounding environment. He 
believes that community members 
should take more responsibility 
themselves and rather invest in 
their own cleaning initiatives such 
as making pit fires upon which 
one could burn garbage such as 
children’s nappies and the like. 
He does not see the Municipality 
taking responsibility anytime soon. Lize van As

In the meantime, it has become 
hazardous for man and animal 
alike, so it is up to the community 
to change things for themselves.

He also feels strongly about water 
provision in his area, as to date 
he and his immediate community 
members do not have any running 
water, causing people to walk far 
distances to obtain this precious 
resource. He believes that boreholes 
could be an ideal answer, as he 
has seen various areas within 
Ikhutseng that have standing 
water, causing him to think that 
the water table should be extremely 
low in the area, which would make 
borehole digging fairly easy.

STORY

Spiritual snakes

Jeremiah remembers one time when 
he was round about 16 or 17 years of 

age. He was herding his family’s cattle 
and donkeys as he always did, when he 
saw a rock enclosing ideal for napping 
purposes. The formation consisted of 
strange elongated and very straight 
rock boulders which his community 
members often utilised for various 
recreational activities.

After making himself comfortable, he 
fell asleep. Upon awakening, he imme-
diately noticed that he was surrounded 
by six snakes. At the very least there 
was a small opening between his body 
and those of the snakes, enabling him 
to move even if it was only millimetres. 
He slowly started to raise his head, 
and as he did this the snakes also did 
the same. He felt like this action was 
meant to keep him in a docile position 
as if these snakes were trying to force 
their mystical powers over his move-
ments in order to keep him in a static 
trance state.

Eventually, he raised himself just 
enough to be able to use his knee and 
upper thigh to shuffle himself backwards 
so that he would be positioned next to 
another large protruding flat-surfaced 
boulder. In position, he quickly lunged 
himself onto the rock, but immediately 
once more retracted downward, keeping 
himself as low to the ground as possible. 

He examined the snakes’ response 
before making any further movements 
so as to try and figure out what their 
next move would be, if any at all.

As he was sitting, waiting for their 
next move, he already started plan-
ning how he would kill them if given 
the chance, but just then, the snakes 
started to retreat, one by one, slith-
ering down toward the river. He asked 
himself “What is this, what is going on 
here, and why did these snakes act in 
such a peculiar way?” What was even 
more strange is that that specific area 
was prone to various human activities, 
particularly Morabaraba, due to the 
perfectly flat surfaces of the rocks 
onto which the game could be drawn. 
Snakes don’t usually hang around areas 
with so much human activity, let alone 
six at once!

He decided then and there that this 
was a sign to rather not kill any of 
these snakes. They decided to spare his 
life and maybe the whole experience 
had some or other spiritual meaning. 
He believes that his intrinsic culture 
and respect for nature was what kept 
him safe, and that incidents of this 
nature may happen to him throughout 
life, but that he will be protected due to 
these virtues.

HE BELIEVES THAT HIS INTRINSIC

CULTURE AND RESPECT FOR NATURE

WAS WHAT KEPT HIM SAFE
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WILLEM VAN ROOY

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Willem was born on 2 August 1947 in Philipstown, 
approximately 270km from Warrenton, on a 
farm called Louwberg.  His birthplace was also 
the reason why he was nicknamed Loutjie.

Loutjie moved from Louwberg to Douglas and 
then to the Harswater area.  As a young man, 
he worked on numerous farms, but after a few 
incidents, he went to Johannesburg in search of 
a better life. In 1974, Loutjie decided to return 
home and ended up in Warrenvale.  He started 
working at Spoornet and got married shortly 
after that. Loutjie is now retired but still lives 
in the house that Spoornet built for him.

Loutjie is a passionate fisherman and spends most 
of his time down at the river. There he waits for 
whatever each day might bring.  He has survived 
all types of fish, from the biggest to the smallest.

He recalls one incident where someone gave him 
a nice fat frog to use as bait for his next fishing 
expedition.  He got his wife to help prepare the 
bait and set off to the river.  Shortly after casting 
off, his policeman dropped down and he yanked 
the fishing rod back as hard as he could.  He 

played with the fish on the line for an hour until 
it calmed down.  When he eventually pulled the 
fish out of the water, he noticed that the fish 
was much taller than he was! That day is one 
that Loutjie will most certainly never forget.

Loutjie strongly believes that everyone 
must realize that nature is not something 
to play with. It can take or leave anyone. 
You can wake up one morning and tonight 
you maybe dead. Respect is the word.

STORY

Twigs going upstream

One of Loutjie’s strong beliefs is that of “twigs 
going upstream”.

When you look at the river and you notice sticks or 
leaves drifting upstream, you must leave immediately 
because that only means one thing:  devil’s work is 
nearby.  Everybody always talks about the river snake, 
that’s him. You know that he is close if things start to 
appear strange.

Loutjie also recalls his mother telling them that 
whenever they notice a whirlwind passing over the 
river, in that instant, they should leave everything as 
is and remove themselves as far from the river as 
possible. That only meant one thing, the river snake 
was nearby.

According to Loutjie, the river is not something 
you must get used to or to underestimate.  You can 
cross a bridge over the river and when you return the 
bridge is under water.  The river is alive and if it wants 
something now, you must give it to him no matter 
what. Any offering will do. It might just save your life.

LOUTJIE STRONGLY BELIEVES 

THAT EVERYONE MUST REALIZE 

THAT NATURE IS NOT

SOMETHING TO PLAY WITH.

 IT CAN TAKE OR LEAVE ANYONE.

YOU CAN WAKE UP ONE MORNING 

AND TONIGHT YOU MAY BE DEAD.

RESPECT IS THE WORD. 
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BENANTHA MARAIS

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Benantha was born on 24 February 
1931 in Warrenton. She got married 
and for three years she and her 
husband lived in Warrenton until 
her husband got a better job 
opportunity in a larger town. It was 
right after they moved to this larger 
town that her husband developed 
severe heart problems and their 
GP suggested that he either quit 
his job or move to a smaller town.

The choice was simple and together 
the two of them decided to move 
back to Warrenton where peace 
and silence was still a part of the 
structure of life. For many years 
they lived in the bank house located 
right behind First National Bank.

Benantha has been a member of 
the VLV (Women’s Agricultural 
Association) for over fifty years 
and served on the consistory 
of the Dutch Reformed Church 

for twenty years. She was also a 
member of the flower club and 
a club for senior citizens known 
to date as the ‘Light Rays’.

Benantha remembers when the 
auction pen site was still in town. It 
was a small sink building with one 
little window. She and her friends 
used to work there and would 
serve people from far and wide 
food from this tiny window. She 
also recalls a building located right 
behind her house that consisted 
of six little rooms called the “old 
hostel”. It was here that many a 
newly married couple would settle 
before moving on to wider vistas.

She also recalls that while on 
vacation once, they received a call 
from their accountant informing 
them of a massive hail storm that 
had swept through Warrenton. 
He suggested they head home 
immediately and upon their arrival 
they were shocked to see the 
extent of the damage. There were 
holes in the garage roof and all the 
windows on one side of the house 
were broken, even the curtains were 
tattered by the shards of glass.

Inspecting the damage, her 
children discovered that their pet 
turtle had a hole in its shell. She 
remembers how she promised 
to take it to the veterinary but 
secretly released it in the veld with 
the hope that it would be ok.

Benantha also recalls one year 
of severe flooding. All the homes 
located close to the river had to 
be evacuated and she and a few 
other women prepared meals in the 
church hall, delivering food parcels 
to all the stricken families. The 
water level was so high that people 
were able to fish in their gardens.

Reflecting on times past, Benantha 
recalls how the town used to 
be beautiful and spotless and 
how she admired the well-kept 
municipal buildings and gardens. 
In 2004, Warrenton was voted the 
cleanest town and railway station 
in South Africa by the SASS&H. 
Every citizen was very proud of 
Warrenton and their environment.

Benantha truly enjoyed living in 
Warrenton, she made a lot of very 
good friends and together they 
tried their best to build the town.

STORY

Unfortunately, Benantha recalls no 
stories or lore’s.
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MOSADIWA  
‘MINAH’  
MARUPING

Interviewer: Tshepang Mabote
Area: Majeng

BACKGROUND

Minah Maruping was born on the 24th of 
December 1958. Originally she was from 
Bullhill, but due to a job opportunity 
her father got in Ganspan, moved to 
Majeng when she was still young.

She recalls how when she was young her mother 
used to work for some Chinese. She was very 
happy at her job as she was well looked after, 
but after some time community members told 
her that the Chinese people she was working for, 
were only feeding her to fatten her up as rumour 
had it that those specific Chinese were cannibals.

At first, her mother did not think anything of 
it but when more and more people warned her 
she decided to run away. She just had a gut 
feeling that if she would have stayed any longer, 
she might have been the next night’s meal.

Afterwards, she worked as a domestic worker and 
made a proper living without any cannibalistic 
rumours ever coming her way again.

Minah feels that she was well looked 
after whilst growing up and had a happy 
childhood as her parents always tried 
to raise them to be good people.

STORY

Minah does not remember any specific cultural tale, 
but remembers a story her mother used to tell them.

The woman and the baboon

There was once a woman who had two children. 
As mothers do, every morning she would prepare 

some food for them before leaving for work.
After a while, the children asked their mother why 

she only left clean plates for them before leaving and 
why she did not prepare them breakfast anymore. 
The mother, startled at this statement, could not 
understand why her children would say such a thing 
at all, but after convincing her they were not lying, 
decided to investigate.

So one day, taking off from work, the woman 
decided to hide somewhere in the house where she 
would have a clear view of the breakfast she had 
prepared for her children.

The woman did not have to wait long when suddenly 
she heard a noise at the kitchen window, low and be-
hold it was a troop of baboons. The leader opened the 
door quietly, and one by one the little group entered 
the house and in a very relaxed manner walked over 
to the kitchen table where a fresh breakfast had just 
been prepared for them.

After a moment of utter surprise, the woman flew 
out of hiding, screaming and making a lot of noise 
so as to chase the baboons away, upon which she 
screamed that it was her children’s food, how dare 
they! The startled baboons looked in amazement and 

started to grunt something that sounded like “It is 
ours, It is ours, It is ours..”.

The lady made such a ruckus that the baboons 
grabbed the food and went out the window back into 
the veld where they came from.

The lady, having learnt her lesson, closed all en-
trances to the house from that moment on, but had 
to admit that those baboons were quite clever to 
have come up with such a strategic and stealthy little 
plan for daily breakfast.

HER PARENTS ALWAYS 

TRIED TO RAISE THEM

TO BE GOOD PEOPLE
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SELAOCWE NANIE  
MABOTE

Interviewer : Tshepang Mabote
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Selaocwe Nanie Mabote was born in 1944 in 
Warrenton, after which her father got a job on a 
farm in the Free State where she primarily grew 
up. In 1969, she moved back to Warrenton.

Nanie is concerned about the health of 
the community due to the current state of 
pollution of her surrounding environment.

STORY

Devious meerkat

Nanie remembers one incident where she was 
alone at home when a friend, David, dropped 

by to show her a meerkat. He knew that she most 
probably never had any contact with one of these 
nifty little animals before, and thought it a good idea. 
A dog had bitten the meerkat, and he had decided 
to try and heal the wound so that the meerkat could 
survive out in the wild once more.

He asked her whether she wanted to pet the cuddly 
little thing, but Nanie refused as she was so scared 
that it would bite her; she just could not get herself 
to even touch it. Eventually, after some coaxing and 
reassuring her that it would not hurt her, she decided 
that she would try to touch the little animal, which 
was now walking around on the floor, with the very 
tip of her toe.

As fate would have it, the meerkat bit her right on 
the tip of that toe, and she went screaming up in the 
air as those little teeth were nothing but meek, but 
rather razor sharp, and had a tight grip at that. In her 
painful hysteria, Nanie must have kicked the little an-
imal out of sheer shock, upon which the man started 
screaming at her, not the other way around. Oh no, 
he cared so much for the meerkat he rather had a 
feverish fight with Nanie for kicking the defenceless 
little animal whilst the little devil was dually excused.

In the frenzy filled event, the little meerkat died 
out of shock or maybe due to the severe wounds 
inflicted by the dog. This, together with her fearful 
kick, might have caused its little heart to stop, who 
knows? Suffice to say, the man was very angry with 
her for quite some time.

Nanie had very strict parents, and when they ar-
rived later that afternoon, they enquired about her 

skipping and jumping movements which had now 
become mandatory due to the extreme pain it caused 
when she stepped on her toe. She was so scared of 
telling them the truth and rather decided to tell them 
that she stepped onto a thorn to avoid any addition-
al scorn.

It took a whole month for the wound to heal fully, 
and Nanie to this day still remembers the extreme 
pain this little cute and cuddly animal caused her.
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FEITJIE  
STEENKAMP

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Feitjie Steenkamp was born in 
Douglas on 15 May 1949.  She and 
her family moved to Warrenton 
when she was still very young and 
she remembers when they lived 
in Long Street even though it was 
just for a short period of time. 
After Long Street, they moved to 
Slangheuwel and in 1979, were 
forced to move to Warrenvale. She 
has lived there ever since. Feitjie 
got married, had two sons and 
became the proud grandmother 
of seven grandchildren - three 
granddaughters and four grandsons.

It is very sad for Feitjie to see how 
badly Warrenton has deteriorated 
over the years.  She has fond 
memories of how beautiful the 
town was so many, many years 
ago.  There where rows of flowers 
next to the main road leading all the 
way down to the river. All the parks 
were well maintained and opposite Damion Fish
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FEITJIE  
STEENKAMP

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Feitjie Steenkamp was born in 
Douglas on 15 May 1949.  She and 
her family moved to Warrenton 
when she was still very young and 
she remembers when they lived 
in Long Street even though it was 
just for a short period of time. 
After Long Street, they moved to 
Slangheuwel and in 1979, were 
forced to move to Warrenvale. She 
has lived there ever since. Feitjie 
got married, had two sons and 
became the proud grandmother 
of seven grandchildren - three 
granddaughters and four grandsons.

It is very sad for Feitjie to see how 
badly Warrenton has deteriorated 
over the years.  She has fond 
memories of how beautiful the 
town was so many, many years 
ago.  There where rows of flowers 
next to the main road leading all the 
way down to the river. All the parks 
were well maintained and opposite Damion Fish

the Social Development building of 
today, there was a garden with 39 
different types of rose bushes - all 
unique in colour and odour. Even 
the Municipality had a fountain 
surrounded by a beautiful garden.  
When one visited the town, it was 
such a pleasant experience that 
you wanted to take photos all over 
the show to capture the feeling.

Feitjie still remembers that in the 
time she and her family moved 
to Warrenvale, there was a brick 
factory where the holiday resort 
is today and even though it was 
not a holiday resort back then, 
it was still so well maintained.

When she thinks back at the times 
when she and her friends went to 
collect firewood next to the river, 
she remembers the water being 
crystal clear and clean. One did not 
even think twice to drink water 
straight from the stream.  Today 
it is an entirely different story. If 
you were to drink water from the 
river now, you will most likely end 
up in the hospital.  It also seems to 
her that the river is deteriorating 
more and more every year.  Once 
it was a clean, wide and beautiful 
river and the floods had meaning 
which demanded respect. Now it 
is a narrow, dirty little stream.

Feitjie also remembers that there 
was a lower bridge where the high 
water bridge is standing today 

and how, from their house,  they 
could see the cars crossing the 
bridge.  Later on it was replaced 
with the high water bridge 
because the low bridge could not 
withstand the floods anymore.

Warrenton was a nice, beautiful 
town and Feitjie recalls how 
Warrenton won a prize for being 
the neatest town in the area in 
2004. Everybody put in a lot of 
effort to maintain the town and all 
the parks. People were proud and 
even the station was a neat area 
where people felt like walking for 
hours on end just to look at all the 
unique ways people maintained 
their beautiful properties.

STORY

The river snake  
and the bewitched girl

There was a story about a girl who 
walked all the way from Slang-

heuwel to Warrenvale with one thing 
on her mind and nothing else. As she 
walked she told people how badly she 
needed to swim. The way she carried 
on was as if she was completely under 
the influence of a magical spell.

When she arrived in Warrenvale, she 
walked straight down to the river and 
slowly entered the water.  With one 
hand she waved towards the land and 
then suddenly disappeared as if into 
thin air.

Everybody believes that the river 
snake called her that day, even though 
she was so very far from the river. It 
must be that she obeyed the snake’s 
call because it seemed as if she was 
blindly following instructions from an 
invisible force. To this day nobody has 
ever seen her again.

SHE HAS FOND MEMORIES OF 

HOW BEAUTIFUL THE TOWN 

WAS SO MANY, 

MANY YEARS AGO 
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VONNIE EN SUZIE 
VON WIELLIGH

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Vonnie was born on 26 September 1940 in 
Groblershoop and Suzie on 13 April 1946 in 
Augrabies. They met each other in Upington 
where they later also got married. Upington was 
also the birthplace of their three eldest children, 

but later on they moved to Vryburg where their 
last was born and stayed on for quite some time.

In 1975 Vonnie was reassigned to 
Warrenton, and they still recall how excited 
they were to move to such a beautiful, 
lusciously green area full of trees.

Suzie enjoyed the fact that everything was within 
walking distance. Every Sunday morning their 
whole family walked to church and back again. In 
the afternoons they would walk around town, first 
having an ice-cream at Maria’s Cafe and then 
doing some window shopping at Ester Modes.

Vonnie recalls that when he started as Magistrate 
in Warrenton in 1975, Anna Swart told him 
that he would not last, as most Magistrates 
did not even last two years, and that she 
should take a photo of him before he left. 
She took that photo but was proven wrong 
as he retired working here. His photo was 
only hung by Lilian Botha in 2000 or 2001.

As Magistrate he had the unfortunate task of 
being confronted with the town’s criminal 
aspect as well as people’s hardships. At times it 
was his job to take children, even babies, away 
from their family homes as the families were 
unable to provide for the children. He and Anna 
van Wyk also had the task of doing marriage 
counselling when couples came to court fighting 
like cat and dog. It was not a pleasant task to 
say the least. On the one hand, he enjoyed his 
job, on the other hand he had the unfortunate 
duty to get to know the dark side of the town.

Vonnie and Suzie still remembers how the 
hospital was such a neat and extremely 
professional place in contrast with today. Vonnie 
specifically recalls how Org Piek told him how 

they stopped vehicles crossing the low water 
bridge in order to ask donations for the building 
of the hospital. In those days the Municipality 
did not have the funds to build the community a 
hospital, so the community jumped in, gathering 
funds from far and near to do so themselves.

Every year the Hospital would organize a 
formal dance, and the whole community would 
come together to have a good time. Vonnie, 
Paul Burger, Daantjie Flemming, Anton van 
den Berg and Johan Mostert were on the 
Hospital Committee and they had the task of 
managing the distribution and solicitation of 
the medication. In 1994, however, the newly 
elected government stopped this and took over.

Despite the deterioration of Warrenton, 
Vonnie and Suzie still believe that 
Warrenton is a diamond in the rough 
and keep on hoping for change.

STORY

Unfortunately, Vonnie and Suzie  
recalls no stories or lore’s. 
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LYDIA DIBE

Interviewer: Tshepang Mabote
Area: Majeng

BACKGROUND

Lydia Dibe was born on the 25th 
of February 1955. She was raised 
in Majeng and lived with both 
her parents and grandparents.

She has had a very happy 
upbringing, water was a bit of a 
problem, but they lived off the land, 
planting pumpkins and cultivars 
of the like. She and her siblings 
spent lots of time with their parents 
working the land, and for that 
reason did not have very many 
friends. They were not of the type 
that wondered around, instead, they 
played with their dolls, makete and 
did rope skipping. All in all, they 
were very obedient children until 
the day they were married off.

Her parents taught them to 
work hard and to become strong. 
She has worked the land and is 
teaching her own children to do 
the same in order to become as 
strong as she was. She believes 

that there is much pride in 
working with such an attitude.

After marrying she moved around 
a bit and worked to make a 
living, but in the evenings after 
knocking off from work, she 
remembers how they used to sit 
around the fire telling each other 
stories of old and new things.

STORY

Lydia remembers the story of Ntadiana, 
but adds that one should remember 
that it is only a story.

Ntadiana

N tadiana was a girl who liked to 
swear, she swore at any and 

everything. One day while walking with 
the other girls of the village to collect 
some firewood, she fell over a rock. 
After dusting herself off, she started 
to swear at the rock for daring to trip 
her. The other girls reprimanded this 
behaviour and told her, that if she kept 
on swearing at the rock, the mountain 
of the rock would swallow her whole 
and lock her up inside of it.

Ntadiana, not believing such folk lore, 
decided to ignore the girls’ warning 
and again carried on and on swearing 
at the rock. The mountain, being one 
of those very powerful nature spirits, 
at once swallowed up all the girls. The 
girls, having much reverence for the 

mountain spirit, did not understand 
its decision to lock them inside as well 
and started to sing “Let me come out, 
let me pass, as I am not the one who 
swore at you, instead it is Ntadiana, the 
girl, that likes to swear”, at once they 
were set free to leave for their homes, 
but Ntadiana was left behind.

Upon arrival home, Ntadiana’s grand-
mother asked them where the girl that 
swore so much was, upon which they 
answered that the mountain had locked 
her inside of it.

The next day the girls went back 
into the veld to once again collect 
firewood. While gathering wood, they 
started to once more sing the hymn 
that they sang just the previous day in 
order to get out of the mountain; “Let 
me come out, let me pass, as I am not 
the one who swore at you, instead it is 
Ntadiana, the girl that likes to swear” 
Instantly the mountain opened up 
and the girls found themselves where 
Ntadiana had been all along. The girls, 
thinking quickly, told Ntadiana that 
she should also pick up some firewood 
and sing their life-saving hymn along 
with them in order to escape the 
mountain’s grasp.

Ntadiana, feeling desperate, went 
along with the girls' idea and started 
to sing “Let me come out, let me pass, 
as I am not the one who swore at you, 
instead it is Ntadiana, the girl that likes 
to swear”. Once again the mountain 
opened up and the girls walk freely 
onto safe ground, Ntadiana included.

When they got home their grand-
mother told Ntadiana not to ever swear 
at anything in the veld ever again, as 
that mountain was a revered spirit who 
had the power to lock her inside of it 
for eternity. From that day on, Ntadi-
ana never swore again.

IN THE EVENINGS AFTER 

KNOCKING OFF FROM WORK, 

SHE REMEMBERS HOW THEY 

USED TO SIT AROUND THE FIRE 

TELLING EACH OTHER STORIES 

OF OLD AND NEW THINGS
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ELIZABETH QUIKLY

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Elizabeth Quikly was born on the 
3rd of February 1942 in Barkly 
West, approximately 60km from 
Warrenton.  Her family moved to 
Warrenton shortly after her birth, 
but unfortunately, her father 
passed away not long after their 
arrival. She got married in 1962 
and raised a total of ten children.

In 1963 Elizabeth and her family 
were forcefully removed from 
Slangheuwel and had to relocate 
to Warrenvale.  It all happened 
so quickly.  One afternoon after 
school, they just had to pack up 
all their belongings and relocate 
to a new house. No warning, 
nothing.  Her mother and her 
mother’s friend were some of 
the first people to arrive in 5th 
Street, back then the area was 
still known as Rooiblok and 1st 
Street was known as Vaalblok.

Elizabeth recalls her old school 
in town which was located right 
behind where Abraham’s Showroom 
is now situated. It was called The 
Coloured Berlin Mission School. In 
those days they were not fortunate 
enough to have shoes for school. 
It was very difficult to walk all 
the way there and arrive on time, 
not even thinking about those 
bitterly cold winter mornings 
when they had to run to be on 
time with those small and cold 
little feet that felt like rocks.

She still remembers how mortuaries 
were not yet in use in those days 
and how the deceased would be 
left in the house, the only thing 
separating you from the body, being 
a sheet! This was her ultimate fear 
and just thinking about it used to 
make the children run with horror.

After all the various preparations 
had been made, a coffin would be 
put together from local materials 
and the deceased respectfully 
laid down in it. A pitch black 
cloth would be thrown over the 
coffin and then it was carried 
to the place of burial. In those 
days no vehicles were around to 
complete such arduous tasks.

To this day, various houses in 
Warrenvale are still standing on 
some of the old graves and that is 
the reason why people say some of 
the houses are haunted, especially 
in the area adjacent to the general 
store. People always used to speak 
of ghosts with large dresses and 
bonnets walking around the area.

STORY

River snake signs

E lizabeth cannot remember very 
many stories, but she remembers 

how her mother always used to scare 

them away from the river with all her 
stories of the river snake.

Her mother told them that when a 
young girl has her period, she should 
walk down to the river, collect some 
cool round stones, wipe them under 
her armpits and throw them into the 
river. This action would win the bless-
ings of the river snake and protect the 
girl from any evil doings the snake 
might consider.

Elizabeth’s mother also advised that 
when walking near the river, one should 
always try to concentrate on exactly 
which side of your body you feel an 
eerie feeling when thinking of the river 
snake. If you feel a quiver on your left 
side, that means that the river snake is 
tame and that you are safe from harm. 
But, if you feel a quiver on your right 
side, it means trouble. It means that 
the snake is angry and that you have to 
get out of there.

SHE REMEMBERS HOW HER MOTHER

ALWAYS USED TO SCARE THEM AWAY 

FROM THE RIVER WITH ALL HER

STORIES OF THE RIVER SNAKE
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ANNATJIE GODDARD

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Annatjie was born on the 24th of 
March 1950. She got married to 
Stanley Goddard in De Aar where 
they had their first born, San 
Marie. At one stage they relocated 
from De Aar to Colesberg but 
moved back again only to once 
again move to Ventersdorp, 
Stanley’s town of birth. Stanley 
worked at Pep Stores but applied 
for a better paying position at 
the railway in Warrenton.

Suffice to say, he got the job, 
and they moved to Warrenton. 
Stanley, their second born, was 
only seven days old when they 
arrived and Annatjie remembers 
the beautiful little railway house 
in Heidestreet they lived in. The 
aesthetic value of the house did 
not bother Annatjie, what mattered 
most was that her family was happy 
and together. Later, they moved 
to a better house in Schoeman 
street, and from here moved to 
the house in Van Wyk street where 
she is still living to this very day.

Stanley was ten weeks old when she 
started to work at the post office, 
this did not last very long as she 
soon fell pregnant with her third 
born, Christo, and had to resign. 
Later, she also worked at Foschini, 

but once more had to resign because 
her husband was transferred, and 
they had to move. Fortunately, 
this was only for a short period 
of time, and five years later they 
moved back to Warrenton again. 
Upon moving back, the owner of 
Pep Stores approached her for a job 
opportunity, which she took. She 
worked at Pep Stores form 1980 till 
2007 when she eventually retired.

Annatjie remembers a Mr and 
Mrs Smit who lived right outside 
Warrenton on a farm. They had the 
local butchery, but also supplied 
milk to most people in town. The 
woman used to be so friendly and 
kind towards her, and every now 
and again would bring her children 
peaches. In those days people used 
to be like that, friendly and caring.

Annatjie also remembers a Mr Theo 
Scholtz, the owner of the hardware 
shop in Van Wyk street. In his 
spare time, he was also the local 
photographer, and she recalls how 
Stanley, her husband, once booked 
the man for a family photo session. 
She was so upset with the decision 
as she was still pregnant with her 
third born, but she did it anyway. 
She remembers posing; pregnant 
but hair neatly cut for the event.

A lot of people have asked her why 
she never moved from Warrenton. 
The answer is simple, country 
life is simply better! There is so 

many things to do in the outdoors; 
camping, fishing, you name it. She 
still remembers how Christmas and 
New year’s attracted people from 
far and wide to come for the dance 
at the Weir. It was a festive time! 

Warrenton was a safe place to 
raise your children and everyone 
looked after everyone else’s 
children. Everything was within 
walking distance and her children 
could walk to school, the library 
or their friends unaccompanied. 
She liked that people cared for 
each other. She would go to some 
friend’s house to cut hair or to 
bake cookies together. It was such 
good times, only good memories.

Elna, Stanley’s brother’s wife, 
would sometimes just pop in for a 
coffee or a chat. She would be direct 
and ask what the matter was if she 
saw Annatjie carrying the world 
on her shoulders.  Without having 
to explain that she did not have 
enough money to cook her husband 
lunch, Elna would leave her money 
without making a fuss. It was this 
type of caring, caring without hassle 
and explanation. Just open hearts.

STORY

Unfortunately, Annatjie recalls no 
stories or lore’s. 

COUNTRY LIFE IS SIMPLY BETTER



SABANE 
AGNES OLIPHANT

Interviewer : Tshepang Mabote
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Sabane Agnes Oliphant was born 
on the 15th of November 1957 
on community ground close to 
Spitskopdam. The farm’s name is 
Koopmansfontein and is located 
some 40km from Warrenton.

Shortly after her birth, her family 
moved to Motsorogane but had a 
brief relocation to Spitskopdam, 
after which they moved back to 
Motsorogane. She was 11 years old 
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SABANE 
AGNES OLIPHANT

Interviewer : Tshepang Mabote
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Sabane Agnes Oliphant was born 
on the 15th of November 1957 
on community ground close to 
Spitskopdam. The farm’s name is 
Koopmansfontein and is located 
some 40km from Warrenton.

Shortly after her birth, her family 
moved to Motsorogane but had a 
brief relocation to Spitskopdam, 
after which they moved back to 
Motsorogane. She was 11 years old 

when they moved to Warrenton, 
and has been living here ever since.

Agnes understands the sacredness 
of the environment and all it has to 
offer. She would like generations to 
come to also understand its intricate 
ways, to respect and to protect it.

STORY

Greeting a mermaid

Aggie remembers how naughty she 
was when she was younger, but 

mostly only because she was fascinated 
by the river. They lived very close to the 
riverbed whilst stationed at Motsorogane, 
making indulgence in this fascination so 
much easier. She remembers how it could 
capture her attention for hours on end as 
children’s minds can often be captivated.

She awoke each morning at 5 o’clock 
and remembers having the feeling that 
something out of the ordinary enchanted 
her to do so. So every morning, as she 
was already awake, she started with 
her daily chores one of which had been 
to fetch water in small little containers. 
They were especially given to her by her 

parents to make the task easier, or so she 
thought to herself.

As the river was so close by, she just had 
to put a little effort into running up and 
down and the chore would be at its end. 
This specific morning, however, she saw 
something beautiful at the bottom of the 
river where she was meant to fetch some 
water. It was a snow-white, perfectly 
rounded little egg, which she decided to 
retrieve upon finishing her chore.

After completing her task, she immedi-
ately returned to where she had seen the 
beautiful little egg. She retrieved the egg 
with her hand, and as only a child would 
do, threw it down to the ground in order 
to see it shatter. This whole scenario was 
repeated for days to come, as each morn-
ing she found another egg and threw it to 
the ground, again and again and again.

One day when she went down to the 
river to once more repeat this activity, 
she noticed the reeds in the vicinity 
moving more than usual. So she took 
off her shoes in an effort to move closer 
without disturbing the entity causing this 
phenomenon so as to investigate.

As she silently moved through the 
reeds during her inspection, she suddenly 
saw the most beautiful snow-white 
woman she had ever seen sitting right in 
the middle of the river, half of her body 
below the water and the upper part ex-
posed to the sunlight. Stark naked, with 
her breasts exposed!

The woman had the most perfect long 
hair which she was diligently combing 
with the smallest little comb. She was 

sitting upright on a rock, and Aggie noted 
that this woman was not of ordinary stat-
ure, but rather much, much larger than 
any person she’d seen before. Not noticing 
Aggie’s presence, the woman was in total 
preoccupation with her hair combing 
activity, patiently and diligently putting 
thought into each combing action.

Aggie was captivated by the women, 
silently watching how she was combing 
her hair as if it was the only thing she 
had to do all day long. Aggie thought to 
herself that it was rude to stare in such a 
manner, and decided that it would just be 
courteous to greet.

As she uttered the words; “Good morn-
ing Miss” the woman, suddenly startled, 
looked right into Aggie’s eyes with her 
large green eyes. Aggie once more re-
peated the gesture and asked her if she 
could speak at all. The women silently 
stared at Aggie, making no sound at all 
and with a lightning-fast movement 
jumped into the river. It was upon watch-
ing this jumping movement that Aggie 
noticed that the woman was no ordinary 
woman, but rather a mermaid as she had 
the makings of a fishtail where her legs 
should have been, a solid fishtail from her 
middle right down to the tip of her tail!

Absolutely fascinated, Aggie ran up to 
the house telling her mother all about 
her strange encounter upon which her 
mother reprimanded her to rather not go 
down to the river again, but Aggie being 
the inquisitive, lively girl that she was, 
just could not let it go. When her parents 
went to work in the fields she would take 

AGNES UNDERSTANDS THE 

SACREDNESS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

AND ALL IT HAS TO OFFER. SHE WOULD 

LIKE  GENERATIONS TO COME TO ALSO

UNDERSTAND ITS INTRICATE WAYS, 

TO RESPECT AND TO PROTECT IT
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her chance just to get another glimpse of 
the mysterious woman.

It was during one of these naughty 
expeditions that she noted a massive 
leguane on the river bank. Fearless, as 
she was, she moved closer until she was 
up so close that she could touch the tail 
of the leguane and in a sudden moment 
of madness decided to grab hold of it.

The leguane, startled, started down to 
the river all the while dragging the little 
girl with as it moved to the right and left. 
Aggie followed suit, holding onto its tail 
without any specific reason to do so.

The commotion she stirred up was so 
lively that people from the settlement 
started to take notice. They started to 
yell at her, “Let go of it, are you crazy!”, 
but she kept holding on until the leguane 
eventually reached the water at which 
point she decided to let go. As she let go 
of the tail, it hit her violently to one side, 
it was at that point that she realised just 
in how much danger she had put herself. 
As she looked upon the submerging 
leguane, she suddenly saw the redhead 
of the mysterious woman protruding 
from the surface of the water, once again 
looking at her with those big green eyes. 
This time, however, she was shaking 
her head at Aggie as if saying, “No, no, 
no, young girl, that was maybe not the 
smartest thing to do!”

Full of mud and tired of the whole en-
counter, Aggie went up to the house where 
her father gave her a memorable hiding, 
as he, just as she, most probably knew just 
how close to heaven she came on that day.

DAVID TELEKELO

Interviewer: Tshepang Mabote
Area: Majeng

BACKGROUND

David Telekelo was born 
on the 22nd of September 
1956 on the farms referred 
to as Koopmansfontein; 
community ground 

close to Spitskopdam, some 
40km from Warrenton.

David’s father worked on various 
farms until he came to retire 
in Majeng during the 1990s, 
upon which time, his children, 
including David, started to work 
away from home in order to 
maintain the household. His 
father has since passed on, but 
his mother is still alive, and 
David and his siblings have been 
looking after her ever since.

David passed on, on the 28th of 
December 2017, during the course 
of this project. We are very grateful 
for having had the privilege to meet 
him and to have captured his story.

STORY

David does not remember any stories 
his parents use to tell, but he does 
however remember the stories his 
grandma used to tell, as he used to 
stay with his grandpa and grandma 
whilst growing up. He remembers how, 
after herding their goats and sheep, 
he would sit with his grandma in the 
evenings and she would tell him all 
kinds of stories.

David recalls two stories, in 
particular, that of Jackal and Dog and 
one of Jackal and Hyena.

Jackal and Dog

Jackal would have also been domes-
ticated long ago, but he refused to 

eat bones and insisted on eating only 
meat. For this reason, Jackal went to 
live in the veld where he could eat meat 
freely, and left Dog to his keepers.

One day Jackal walked into Dog, and 
they started a heated argument re-
garding freedom, as Jackal asked dog; 
“Why eat bones if you can eat meat and 
live in the veld without any keepers?”, 
but dog answered; “I like my life as it 
is, I am always looked after, safe, when 
hungry I am fed, when ill, looked after, 
so I don’t mind eating bones!”.

But Jackal could not understand this 
type of reasoning and felt that dog was 
inferior to him, and let him know this 
full well. Dog unbothered by Jackal’s 
remarks said; “Jackal, I might be eating 
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bones, but at the very least, I never 
have to devise wicked plans to steal 
from others in order to survive!”.

Jackal could not retaliate, as in the 
end vices are trumped by virtues. Moral 
behaviour wins over immoral behav-
iour.

Jackal and Hyena 
stealing sheep

There was a time of great drought, 
food was scarce and Jackal and 

Hyena were very hungry. Jackal had, 
had the farmer’s sheep in his mind 
for a long time but just did not have 
the perfect plan to avoid the farmer’s 
revenge, because this specific farmer 
was very angry at Jackal for some 
previous tricks he had played on him, 
and Jackal therefore knew that he would 
hunt him to the ends of the earth.

Jackal thought long and hard about 
the perfect plan and in the end re-
solved to make Hyena the scape goat. 
When Jackal saw Hyena in the veld, he 
immediately enacted his plan, lowering 
himself, snout to the ground as if in 
pursuit of prey.

Hyena, noticing Jackal down on the 
ground thought to himself: “That old 
fox, he must be up to something, he 
must have some much needed food in 
the eye, and he’s not sharing it with 
me, so I’ll follow him, and see if I can’t 
also feast in his catch!” Jackal, acting 
as if he did not notice Hyena, kept on 
crawling toward the sheep kraal and 

went to lie down behind a large boul-
der. Hyena in close pursuit, got up just 
behind Jackal, upon which Jackal acted 
in surprise and said, “It’s you, you’ve 
followed me all this time, and almost 
derailed my plan, but it’s too late now, 
I’ll have to let you in on the secret, but 
on one condition, you do exactly as I 
say!” Hyena feeling ashamed of himself 
for following Jackal and having been 
caught out, did as Jackal told him.

Silently, the two waited until the 
kraal was filled with sheep and locked 
properly by the farmer himself, whom 
now could go and rest with peace of 
mind. In the depth of night the two, 
as light as feathers due to the months 
of hunger, easily jumped over the kraal 
wall. Once inside, each one grabbed a 
juicy sheep and started to feast.

Jackal, being aware of a hole in the 
kraal wall, every now and again went to 
check whether he still fitted through, 
as he knew that later on he might be 
too heavy to lift himself over the kraal 
wall. He also knew that Hyena was 
much too greedy and gluttonous, and 
when the time came, would be unable 
to fit through the hole or to jump over 
the kraal wall. This was Jackal’s plan 
all along.

When Jackal had, had just enough to 
ensure he still fitted through the hole 
in the wall, he squeezed through and 
started to scream, “Farmer, Farmer, 
Hyena is in your kraal eating all you 
fattened sheep!”, and ran off, thinking 
to himself that he was now safe and 

out of harm’s way. Jackal saw how 
the farmer, workers and dogs rushed 
toward the kraal finding a panicked 
Hyena inside. They beat the poor 
Hyena until he had no strength left, 
threw him over the kraal wall and left 
him for dead.

Hyena was unable to move, but 
knew that if the farmer found him the 
next day, he would skin him alive and 
therefor started to crawl toward the 
veld just before sunrise. Jackal, having 
had a peaceful rest after his wonderful 
feast, noticed Hyena’s movement and 
thought of an even crueller plan.

Far off in the distance Hyena noticed 
Jackal lying dead still. He mumbled to 
himself: “If I get to him, I’ll bite off his 
ear, I don’t care if he is dead or not, he 
was the one that alerted the farmer!”

Jackal having heard this mumbling 
said; “Oh, so this is how you want to 
repay me for taking you along on my 
find, you eat till you’re full, and then 
scream to the farmer; “Farmer, farmer, 
Jackal is in your kraal!”, how dare you 
insult me in such a way? Look at what 
the farmer and his dogs have done to 
me, I can’t even crawl to save my life!” 
Shocked Hyena replied: “If it was not 
you, then who was it, the baboon? He 
must be taking revenge on us!”

Resolved on this thought, Hyena went 
into an absolute fury, and mustered up 
even more strength to go and find the 
old Baboon so as to teach him a lesson, 
but Jackal, called out; “Hyena we need 
to get home, once the sun is up, the 

farmer will find us, and skin us alive!” 
Hyena, remembering the beating he 
got, did not want to revisit it, and 
rather started home when Jackal once 
more called out: “Hyena, please help 
me, I can’t walk, I can’t even crawl, you 
still have enough strength, just look at 
you, please could you carry me?”

Hyena decided that he owed Jackal 
and despite his injuries, loaded Jackal 
onto his back. The cocky Jackal began 
to sing, “The ill carries the healthy, the 
ill carries the healthy”, upon which Hy-
ena having heard this murmur, threw 
Jackal off his back, and said; “What did 
you just say?” Jackal looking all hurt 
and lying on the ground immobile, 
squeaked; “I said, the healthy carries 
the ill, the healthy carries the ill”

Hyena carried Jackal all the way 
home. Upon arrival, Jackal jumped of 
Hyena’s back and started to dance all 
around Hyena singing, “The ill carries 
the healthy, the ill carries the healthy”.

It is said that to this day Hyena is still 
looking for ways in which to get back 
at Jackal!
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STORIES

Farmers and their beliefs

Anna remarks how farmers believe 
the strangest things. Some think 

that bat-eared foxes and aardwolves 
catches lambs. This is utter nonsense, 
because both these species mainly feed 
on termites and other insects. Anna 
once raised a bat-eared fox and it was 
the most adorable thing she ever saw. 
At one point there was about forty 
of them on the farm and they would 
feed peacefully between the sheep. She 
can’t figure out why the farmers would 
want to kill them. If a black jackal made 
a kill, the bat-eared fox might seize 
the opportunity to look for scraps, but 
never kill themselves. They have small 
teeth and mouths shaped like that of a 
dachshund, it’s impossible!

Barn Owls

Anna raised a barn owl on their farm 
and eventually released her back 

into the wild. When the owl saw that 
the front door was open, she would slip 
back into the house. When you called 
her, she would come to you. Her son, 
Barend, put up boards in an abandoned 
silo for the barn owls to nest on and 
they had about forty pairs of nesting 
owls. She believes that they are most 
probably still there to this day.

ANNA CROUS

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Anna Crous was born in Jan 
Kemdorp on the 22nd of August 
1946. Her father was the first 
diesel mechanic in the country and 
received his training in London. 
He worked in Vaalharts and had 
the task to teach others about 
machinery, its mechanisms and 
operations. He also aided the 
building of the Vaalharts Weir.

Anna recalls how her father used 
to tell her stories about the young 

white workers, building the Weir. 
They had just recovered from the 
great depression and were employed 
by the government to build the 
Weir. They carried buckets of 
cement down below the wall, and 
upon their return they were blue 
because of the cold. The whole batch 
of workers would then first go warm 
up between two large fires, while 
another batch went down again.

Her father felt so sorry for the 
freezing men upon their return. 
Even though there were earth 
moving machinery, the cement 
still had to be mixed and the wall 
built manually. The Vaalharts 
Weir was built in this way, with 
the hand, buckets and cement.

Her father was also employed by 
the government to service the 
generators and other machinery 
at Three Ammunition depot in Jan 
Kempdorp. He was once on site 
when an airplane landed to restock 
ammunition and heard the pilots 
complaining that their bullets 
kept jamming in their machine 
guns. He examined the bullets and 
discovered that the shells were a 
bit rough. He instructed the pilots 
to break off pieces of sunlight soap 
and make a concentrate of soap 
water to then briefly rinse the 
bullets with. They tried it and the 
machine guns never faltered again.

Her father was involved with the 
construction of the low-water 
bridge, making sure that all the 
machines functioned correctly. 
The government hired him to 
service the machinery at Kimberley 
Coin Press and while he was 
working an explosion caused his 
eardrums to rupture. Corrective 
surgery was of no use to him 
and the government gave him a 
smallholding as compensation. In 
those days one could also receive 
up to five shillings per month, 
depending on your eligibility.

Even though he was deaf, he 
continued with his diesel mechanic 
work, repairing all the machinery 
in the Vaalharts area. Anna recalls 
how he used to have this peculiar 
piece of wood he would use like a 
doctor’s stethoscope to determine 
the exact problem of the machine.

After completing primary school in 
Hartsvallei, Anna followed in her 
brother, Nico Renje’s, footsteps and 
enrolled at Warrenton Highschool. 
Anna later married Jan Crous, 
a fellow Highschool Warrenton 
student, and moved to a farm 26km 
outside of Warrenton. They had four 
children, all of which completed 
their schooling in Warrenton. Anna 
has lived in this area all her life and 
only much later moved to town.
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Hostel Stories

Anna remembers sleeping on a ma-
trass on the floor in the old school 

hostel. It had a capacity of one hundred 
and fifty beds but housed about two 
hundred children. The high school and 
primary school shared one property 
but with the arrival of Mr. Verryne the 
schools separated. She still recalls how 
the pupils had to collect money to build 
the school hall. Every week a different 
class would have the responsibility 
to collect funds. Hansie Loubser was 
responsible for the construction and by 
the time he finished the hall, the school 
had collected enough money to pay him.

She has many fond memories of 
her time in the hostel and recalls how 
they would slip in and out with ropes 
tied to the balconies at the back of 
the building. In those years you could 
still walk around at night without any 
concern for your safety. They would 
steal fruit from trees while taking care 
not to break the branches. Sometimes 
they would arrive to find oranges, 
tangerines, grapes or peaches neatly 
packed in bags for them. At one stage 
the farmer confronted them and told 
them that he knew who they were and 
that he rather left them fruit than risk 
the destruction of his trees.

Every time Anna sees the state of 
disrepair that the hostel is in today, she 
wishes that someone would just demol-
ish it.

emotional when all her hard work 
and discipline yielded positive 
results. She would prepare the 
dining table as if it were for kings 
and queens, serving the most 
delicious meal of the year. All the 
children that passed were allowed 
a place at the table, whilst those 
that did not were made to sit on 
the floor. This motivated every 
child to do better the next year.

Nooi always felt an attraction 
toward Gauteng, as she saw all 
the people visiting from there 
always seemed to be in such good 
spirits, dressed professionally 
and emotionally stable; for this 
reason, when she had the chance 
she also went there. It was here 
that she met her husband, married 
and moved to Madipelesa, an area 
where mineworker communities 
lived, as her husband was working 
on one of these Swiss Mines. It 
was not as romantic as she had 
planned and after getting a job at a 
bottle store, her husband accused 
her of not being loyal to him. Her 
circumstances felt dire and when 
her firstborn was four months old 
she ran away, not giving any thought 
to the elders saying that one should 
always stand by one’s husband.

Nooi left with only a bag of clothes 
and sold clothing to make a living 
for her children when she eventually 
ended up in Majeng. She has three 

children and spent a lot of energy 
on their own education; one has 
become a teacher, the other a clerk 
at a school, and the youngest is still 
studying at Mahikeng University.

She has never forgotten where 
she comes from, and to this 
day still carries that bag that 
she used to make a living for 
herself and her children with, 
wherever she walks around.

STORY

Unfortunately, Nooi does not recall any 
stories or lore’s but feels that if she 
could send one message to generations 
to come, it would be that education is 
the key to all success. Young people 
should treasure it!

EDUCATION IS THE KEY 

TO ALL SUCCESS.

YOUNG PEOPLE 

SHOULD TREASURE IT!

NOOI SUZAN  
MARUMAGAE

Interviewer :  
Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Majeng

BACKGROUND

Nooi Marumagae was born 
on the 10th of October 1958 
and has her origins in Taung, 
more specifically, Ramatshela 
in the Taung district, 
70km from Warrenton.

Nooi was raised by both 
her mother and father in 
Ramatshela. Her mother put 
a lot of emphasis on Nooi 
and her sibling’s education. 
Nooi remembers how in the 
mornings her mother would 
wake them, put soft porridge 
on the stove and prepare them 
for the school day to come.  
After school, her mother 
would tell them to collect 
firewood but thereafter would 
hammer on them to sit behind 
their books, always studying. 
At the end of the year, her 
mother would become very 
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SETSHEGO MOEKETSI 

Interviewer : Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Setshego Moeketsi was born 
on the 16th of May 1946 on a 
farm called Bloemplaas.

Her story starts off on a farm called 
Pandam, approximately 30km from 
Warrenton, where all her children 
were born. Unfortunately, bad 
communication between her and 
her employer caused them to search 
for another home. This is how she 
ended up in Ikhutseng, Warrenton.

It took some time for their living 
conditions to become stable as 
she was only hired here and there, 
moving from house to house, 
until they got the house she is 
living in to this day. Overall she 
has now been living in Warrenton 
for approximately 20 years.

Setshego appreciates her 
surrounding environment and 
the natural environment at large. 
She spends much time tending 
to her own garden and makes 
use of various medicinal herbs. 
She, however, notices the lack of 
respect and knowledge the younger 
generation has regarding these uses.

Setshego would like to see people 
appreciate the earth’s gifts 
such as medicinal herbs. She 
hopes that generations to come 
will be aware of these gifts and 
that with time all is not lost.

SETSHEGO WOULD LIKE TO SEE

PEOPLE APPRECIATE THE EARTH’S

GIFTS SUCH AS MEDICINAL HERBS.

SHE HOPES THAT GENERATIONS

TO COME WILL BE AWARE OF

THESE GIFTS AND THAT WITH

TIME ALL IS NOT LOST.

STORY

Jackal en Hyena  
stealing from the pantry

Jackal and Hyena were looking for 
jobs when they were hired by a 

farmer to act as his servants. After a 
hard day’s work, the two of them went 
to bed for a well-deserved rest.

While running some errands for the 
farmer, Jackal noticed some barrels of 
cream the farmer stored in his pantry. 
Cunning Jackal devised a plan; silently 
in the middle of the night he ate until 
he could no more, but knowing that the 
farmer might suspect both of them, 
took some cream with him to where 
Hyena was lying fast asleep.

While Hyena was snoring away, 
Jackal smeared some of the cream he 
had brought with under Hyenas tail so 
that when the farmer would ask, Hyena 
would look like the guilty party and 
not him.

The next day the farmer was furious 
and immediately accused Jackal of the 
thievery. Jackal immediately told the 
farmer that it was not him; instead, it 
was Hyena, as his tail was full of cream, 
giving him away! 

Hyena was beaten up badly, and both 
lost their jobs. While walking away from 
the farmhouse, Hyena said to Jackal, “It 
wasn’t me, I did not do it, it was you!” 
Jackal, of course, denied the allegation 
upon which Hyena said: “Well let’s see 

what happens, there’s a long hot day 
ahead, we’ll find out soon enough!”

As the day got hotter and hotter, 
Jackal started to squirm, telling Hyena, 
he was feeling sick to the stomach, 
when Hyena noted Jackal’s tail now 
full of cream; Jackal was bursting at 
the seams.

For once, Hyena caught Jackal out!
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FLIP MOLATLHIWA

Interviewer: Tshepang Mabote
Area: Majeng

BACKGROUND

Flip Molatlhiwa was born on the 3rd 
of March 1952 in Majeng village. 
He spent most of his life in Majeng, 
but did move to Vaalboshoek 
and Kgomotso at one stage, after 
which he returned once more.

Because Flip’s family struggled 
financially in his youth, Flip did 
not complete his education but 
rather left school around standard 
four to find a job to help fend 
for his family. Flip has spent his 
time working as a gardener but 
he himself has never come across 
any mystical experience, rather, 
he remembers some of the olden 
days of his people, the Batlhaping.

STORY

The Batlhaping  
and the River Father

The Batlhaping tribe originates from 
a breakaway of the Barolong, a 

Tswana tribe which dates back to 1270. 
The Barolong derives their name from 
their first ruler Morolong, a name which 
means to forge in Tswana, suggesting 
one who was a practitioner in the craft 
of a blacksmith.

The Barolong were already spread 
widely between the headwaters of the 
Molopo and the Modder Rivers by the 
time they were ruled by their eighth 
king Madiboya. The rule of the ninth 
Barolong king, Tshesebe (c. 1565 – c. 
1595) witnessed the emigration of a 
group of clans under the sub-king 
(kgosana) Phuduhutswana, and their 
southward trek to establish themselves 
at Dikgatlong near the confluence of the 
Vaal (Noka-eTshehla or Lekwa) and the 
Harts (Kolong) rivers. Reasons for this 
exodus are unclear, but these emigrant 
Barolong retained their links with the 
capital. Famine compelled this group to 
break with tradition and eat fish. Since 
then they were known as Batlhaping.

According to Flip, the Batlhaping, 
being once a very large war driven tribe, 
the Barolong, had some obstacles with 
other tribes and therefore started to 
move alongside the river whilst trying 
to escape or outdo their enemies. The 
Batlhaping therefore at some point 

started to permanently move alongside 
the riverbed instead of walking the 
fields and were depended upon its 
mercy for their survival and welfare.

According to Flip’s parents, the 
Batlhaping believed in a very special 
mystical force that surrounded the riv-
er and called it the River Father. It had 
the likeliness/essence of a river snake, 
and was much revered and respected.

Every year one of the tribesmen would 
sacrifice a large cow to the River Father. 
The tribe would go down to the river for 
ceremonial purposes during which one 
cow was to be slaughtered and left un-
touched. No single person in the tribe or 
otherwise were to touch the meat of the 
sacrificial cow. It was left as an offering 
to the River Father and him alone.

The Batlhaping held the ceremony 
for the purpose of obtaining the River 
Fathers blessing, as they believed that 
their sacrifice afforded them good will, 
they would be blessed by abundant fish 
and the absence of harm.

In exchange for the Batlhapings 
sacrifice, the River Father made sure 
that his people, the Bathlaping, did not 
have any need, as in those days it was 
not as easy to survive from the river 
without fishing rods or technologies of 
the kind.

THE BATLHAPING BELIEVED

IN A VERY SPECIAL 

MYSTICAL FORCE THAT

SURROUNDED THE RIVER 
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Most of his friends were Tswana 
because he grew up on a farm. His 
first ever friend was call Pogiso 
and he taught Pogiso how to shoot 
and swim. They hunted bustards, 
meerkats, ducks and geese with 
a .22 rifle. They would shoot the 
duck while it was sitting on the 
river and swam out together 
to fetch the kill. They sold the 
animals they shot to the workers 
on the farm for 20 or 50 cents.

Pogiso and his father moved 
away but the two of them stayed 
in touch. They would write each 
other letters and Pogiso’s always 
started with ‘Dear Fanus, I am 
always happy to get the chance to 
write these few lines.’ Fanus still 
has boxes full of correspondence 
between the two of them. Pogiso 
made a success of himself in Taung 
where he got married and had four 
children. Unfortunately, in 1991 
he rolled his pickup on the way 
to a farm and he and his whole 
family were killed on impact.

STORY

The Otter and the snake

Maroon helped out with milking 
activities on the farm, and made 

friends with Fanus  when he was a 
little bit older. At that stage he was 

grown-up enough to be allowed to go 
fishing and swimming on his own, and 
therefore often went rowing, fishing 
and spearfishing with Maroon. One had 
to row while the other tried to shoot 
a fish with the speargun. Maroon was 
the better shot.

One day, while out on one of their ex-
peditions, Maroon went hysterical and 
tried to jump out the boat. He thought 
that he saw a giant snake in the water 
next to the boat and made Fanus look. 
Peering over the edge of the boat Fanus 
also got a big fright, but soon realized 
that what he was seeing was not a giant 
snake but rather a whole otter family. 
The otters had formed a chain, holding 
on to each other’s tails, creating the 
illusion of a gigantic snake.

After this incident, Maroon told 
Fanus that his mother always used to 
tell him stories about the river snake 
and warned him against it. Fanus knew 
that it was an old wives’ tale told to 
prevent the children from going to the 
river by themselves and to keep the 
children safe while the mothers did 
their washing in the river.

Maroon and the 
Corey Bustard

Fanus still recalls one day in stand-
ard six, while busy with high jump 

practice, when his mother came to pick 
him up earlier than usual. She came to 
tell him that his friend, Maroon, had 
disappeared. He did not show up for his 

FANUS GREYLING

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Fanus was born in Warrenton. His 
grandpa used to live in Argentina on 
a farm called Kleinvleitjie where his 
father was born and used to attend 
a Catholic boarding school. The 
older boys at the boarding school 
would always steal the younger 
boys’s food. From an early age his 
father had to fight for his food or 
go to bed with an empty stomach.

His grandfather refused to bow 
under English rule and only when 
South Africa became a Union, did he 
decide to return home. He packed 
all his belongings into two suitcases 
and boarded a ship to Durban with 
his wife and five children. Fanus’ 
father was thirteen at the time.

They settled on a farm called Aqua. 
The farm was named in this way, 
not because of an abundance of 
water, no rather because there 
was no water. His grandfather 
had to fetch water from the Vaal 

river with a horse drawn carriage 
for everyone to be able to bath.

When his father tried to enrol 
in school, he discovered that his 
Catholic education was not valid 
and that he had to start all over 
again. They forced him to join the 
first-grade pupils. At thirteen he 
was already shaving but had to go 
to class with little children and 
sit on little chairs. One teacher 
teased him and said to him that 
he should sit right in the front 
of the class, as old students such 
as himself had to be dumb, and 
therefore needed to focus. This 
angered his father and he vowed 
to send his own children to school 
earlier than needed out of fear 
they might be labeled stupid too. 
He made sure that all his children 
attended university and today they 
all have one or more degrees.

Fanus bought his first shotgun 
with his father’s license for R92 
at Pine Brothers in Kimberley. 
He was in grade six and still 
uses it to this very day.
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milking duties and therefore someone 
went looking for him. They found his 
flipflops on the shore, his fishing rod 
in the shallows and the canoe floating 
upside down in the river.

Back then there were no grass carps 
and therefore the watergrass grew 
meters long. When Fanus arrived, the 
police divers were already searching 
for Maroon. He and his father took 
the motorboat out to help and Fanus 
explained to his father that he taught 
Maroon to swim, but that he probably 
couldn’t cope with the thick watergrass.

They drove the boat into the water-
grass where Fanus spotted something 
red, deep down below. Maroon always 
wore a red cap. He dived in and swam 
downwards until he couldn’t hold his 
breath any longer and retrieved Maroon’s 
red cap. Fanus still believes that he took 
the hat from Maroons head that day.

They called the police divers over to 
search the area but alas, by the time it 
got dark they still hadn’t found Maroon. 
The search was called off the following 
afternoon. Three days later, Maroon’s 
body drifted to the surface.

Maroons family held a wake that 
evening and sang all night. They invited 
him to Maroons funeral where he was 
the only white person in attendance. 
He walked behind his friend’s coffin 
and was asked to place the first shovel 
of dirt on the coffin. He was too young 
to realize the gravity of the honour be-
stowed on him, but Fanus remembers as 
the earth hit the coffin a corey bustard 

started calling, and to this day when he 
hears that call, he thinks of Maroon.

The dove and the 
water snake

Fanus and three friends went riding 
motorbike one evening. All four of 

them were riding on one motorbike 
when suddenly Pond’s foot got caught. 
The other boys ran away but Fanus 
stayed behind to help Pond. His foot 
was almost completely severed but 
still stuck somehow. Fanus had to pick 
up and push the motorbike backwards 
to free Pond’s foot. He never walked 
normal again.

Some time after Pond recovered, they 
went fishing down by the river,  telling 
stories and waiting for a catfish to bite 
when a red eyed dove started cooing in 
a eucalyptus tree.

With that leg, Pond jumped up and 
ran away with Fanus right behind. 
When Fanus finally caught up with 
him, he asked what the matter was 
and Pond explained that his mother 
always warned him that red eyed doves 
lets the water snake know when there 
are children to catch. The dove calls 
‘Nogamatoekiema, nogamatoekiema, 
nogamatoekiema’ which means ‘The 
children are here snake, the children are 
here snake.’ 

Whenever children are close to the 
river and hear that call, they hear the 
calling of the river snake and terrified 
all run back home.

MOLIBIMANG 
ANNAH  
MKHWANAZI 

Interviewer : 
Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Molibimang Annah 
Mkhwanazi was born 
on the 2nd of November 
1943. She was born in the 
Magogong/Taung district 
and moved to Warrenton 
for employment purposes.

She does not remember the 
date but does recall that at 
that time people still had to 

have a permit to sleep out. This 
was to ensure that in the event 
you were hurt, people would 
know where you came from, who 
your parents were and so on.

At that time, she remembers 
that there wasn’t any clinic such 
as they have now but rather an 
RDP set-up. They did not have 
any toilette facilities either, the 
toilette facilities were far out 
next to some rusty houses and 
it was bucket toilets at that!

She remembers how people 
used to collect the waste from 
the buckets and recycled it in 
order to make fertilizer.

Working an 8 to 5 job, she 
used to think to herself at that 
time, “What type of life is this? 
Working all day, and at night 
tending to the children.” 

STORY

Unfortunately, Annah recalls no stories 
or lore’s.
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ANDRIES REED 

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Andries, or Andreas to his friends, 
was born on 25 November 1943 on 
a farm in the Venterstad district 
while the Second World War was 
ongoing and which only had its 
end in 1945. His father was born in 
Colesberg, but his mother, a local to 
Venterstad district as he. Andries’s 
grandmother was Miena Cesar, a 
Griekwa, and therefore Andries 
can also claim Griekwa blood.

According to Andries, Warrenvale 
only began to emerge right before 
the fifties. In those days there 
was still nothing, only bush. 
Andries himself only moved to 
Warrenvale much later in his 
life, as he spent so much of his 
time travelling around. He spent 
time in Sophiatown, Orkney and 
mostly Ventersdorp, before settling 
down in Warrenvale in 1958.

In 1959, Andreas finished school, 
not because he was considered to 

have graduated, no rather because 
he felt that he was done with it. 
In 1960, Andreas went to work 
for a Mr Swanepoel who also had 
a business in Bethulie and which 
gave Andreas a year of freedom and 
exciting travels. Unfortunately, this 
ended in tears in 1961 when his 
mother forcefully removed him and 
made him go back to school so as 
to finish his high school diploma.

Later on in life, Andreas also 
moved to Cape Town, and 
really enjoyed the excitement 
of travelling around, exploring 
new places, moving to and fro.

Andreas recalls how small 
Warrenton was in the beginning, 
just a few shops here and there; 
Nanabay, the post office, bakery, 
schools etc. It was only in the sixties 
that Warrenton started to spread 
its wings, today however it seems 
as though the town’s wings have 
been retracted once more, and 
Andreas hopes that the light within 
the hearts of people will shine 
once more, so as to also lighten 
their surrounding environments.

STORY

The horse rider, the water 
snake and the diamond

Nature is a good thing, and there 
are things and phenomenons 

about nature that people may never 
understand, but exist, they do.  The 
river should never be underestimated, 
it can take any form or shape, be it a 
mermaid, a raindrop or a river snake. 
One can doubt many things, but the 
liveliness of the river is irrefutable.

There was once a small rowing boat 
floating peacefully on the river, but 
the spirit of the water was murky, and 

one could ascertain that the spirit was 
in a mood to play tricks. It pushed and 
pulled the little boat to and fro, harder 
and harder, more powerful than a large 
engine ever could.

The passengers on the boat were ter-
rified and was this encounter definitely 
not what they had in mind earlier that 
day when they decided on a peaceful 
fishing trip. Additionally, no one 
believed in any water spirits, so what 
could go wrong?

Locals believe that there exists a 
place where one can cross the river 
on a neatly laid down set of rocks if 
doing so before twelve o’clock. Passing 
a minute later, however, the same 
neatly set of rocks would disappear, the 
water pushing and pulling the one that 
crosses over along with it.

And so it happened that the water 
surrounding the little boat rose and 
rose, and at once there it was, the river 
snake in his full glory! It was a mas-
sive being, with a diamond shining as 
bright as the sun right in the middle of 
its forehead.

And so the story goes that there 
existed a farmer, whom having been 
aware of the diamond on the river 
snake’s forehead, came to know about 
the little boat and its passengers’s 
experience. At once he summoned the 
passengers and told them that if they 
were to get a hold of that diamond, 
he’d give the passengers all that he 
possessed; his home, farm, cattle, 
everything!
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One of the passengers, a seasoned 
horse rider, decided that he would 
attempt to take on this challenge, and 
besides, he knew where the snake’s den 
was. He asked his fellow passengers 
for advice, and together they devised 
a plan to steal the diamond from the 
river snake. The rider would ride right 
up to the snake and throw cow dung 
right onto the bright shining diamond. 
This would blind the snake and give 
the rider a chance to grab hold of the 
prized diamond.

Off he went with his best horse 
and a bag full of manure. When he 
eventually found the river snake, 
he rode right up to it and threw 
dung at the snake’s head with all 
his might. The plan worked, the 
dung blinded the snake and gave 
the rider a chance to grab the 
diamond. He ran back to his horse 
and galloped away with the diamond in 
his hand. He had made it, who would 
believe it!

What no one took into account was 
that the spirit of the water snake also 
lives in the clouds and is not restricted 
to the water of the river alone. Out of 
the blue, lightning struck the rider and 
his horse, leaving only a little pile of 
charcoal behind.

You cannot deceive nature, as much 
as it gives it can take away again.

The river girl

The river girl is a mysterious creature 
that you hardly ever encounter. 

You know that she is close by when 
you experience a peculiar feeling in 
your gut, one of those you get when 
someone is watching you.

On one such a rare occasion, a little 
boy from Kimberley locked eyes with 
this mysterious creature when he went 
fishing with his family on the banks 
of the Vaal River. He described an odd 

feeling coming over him and as he 
looked around, he locked eyes with the 
most beautiful white woman. She had 
red hair and green eyes staring intently 
at the boy.

As folklore has it, you’ll always find 
the redheaded water girl sitting on a 
boulder in the river, combing her long 
hair. When she exits the water, her 
fishtail dries in the sun and turns into 
legs. As she walks around, you would 
not be able to tell the difference be-
tween her and an ordinary person, but 
as soon as she enters the water again, 
her legs turn back into a tail with a fin.

A Chinese vendor from Aliwal Noord 
once caught such a water girl. The 

whole town came to a standstill only to 
catch a glimpse of the wonderful being. 
She was displayed in a water tank right 
outside his shop.

The river girls’ ferry

There is a place in the river where the 
mermaids wait for you. It is a place 

where there is a log lying dead still in 
the water. If you step onto the log, you 
should throw a coin into the water, upon 
which the mermaids will power the log 
right across the river. If you dare not pay 
when you set foot on the log, it will start 
to sink into the depths of the river. One 
should pay for one’s ride!

These things exist, and they are alive, 
they know the seconds and the hours, 
they know life in the most exact manner!

The oxen and  
the water snake

There was once a group of people 
collecting firewood with the help of 

eight oxen. One man would take a little 
raft out and tie a rope around a chosen 
log in the river. Another man, located 
on the banks of the river, would then 
direct the oxen which had tied to their 
bodies the other end of the rope. The 
tremendously strong oxen then pulled 
the logs out, one after the other.

People do not always pay attention 
to their surroundings, they get lost in 
thought and do not expect anything 
mystical to occur. This human char-

ANDREAS HOPES THAT 

THE LIGHT WITHIN THE HEARTS 

OF PEOPLE WILL SHINE ONCE MORE,

SO AS TO ALSO LIGHTEN THEIR 

SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENTS.

acteristic is exactly what creatures like 
the river snake depend on, so hoping 
to pull the eight oxen into the river, 
the water snake turned himself into a 
log. He slowly drifted right up to the 
little raft and let the rope be fastened 
around him.

The oxen were no match against 
the might of the river snake. The men 
stared in disbelief and ran to the water’s 
edge to cut the oxen free. They realised 
the river snake was at work and that 
they were lucky to escape unscratched.

In life, you will only see the truth if you 
stay alert and expect the unbelievable.

The water snake and the girl 
with the cream

There once lived a dairy farmer and 
his family. Every morning the cows 

would be milked and the cream sepa-
rated from the milk. Cans of cream and 
milk would then be put on the pave-
ment for the milk truck to pick up the 
product so as to in turn produce butter 
and cheese.

Every morning right before the milk 
and cream had been separated, the 
farmer’s daughter would come by the 
stalls and demand her share of unsepa-
rated milk, after which she disappeared 
without a word or trace for at least two 
hours on end.

After a few weeks, the daughter’s 
mother became suspicious and fol-
lowed her down to the river. She hid 
behind some bushes in order not to 
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JOHANNES 
BENSON  
SESEKESE

Interviewer : 
Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Johannes Benson Sesekese 
was born on the 8th of 
August 1950. His origins 
start in Alberton some 400 
km from Warrenton. It was 
only in 1986 that he moved 
to Warrenton, but has been 
living there ever since.

Johannes believes that given 
the chance to be mayor, he 
might be able to create more 
job opportunities for the youth 
members of the community 
as the town lacks employment 
possibilities above all else.

Johannes feels that these days 
nobody cares for nature anymore. 
In the olden days, people were 
totally dependent upon the 
environment for food and medicine 
and therefore understood how to 
respect and care for it. These days 
people don’t use herbs and the 
like; out of sight out of mind!

alert her daughter but only to observe 
her. Suddenly, the mother saw a giant 
snake swimming towards the shore, 
and her daughter walking fearlessly 
towards it. On the bank of the river, 
the snake transformed into an attrac-
tive man wearing a black suit. The girl 
handed him the milk and he drank until 
no drop was left.

The mother, doubting herself and 
what she had seen, decided to remain 
silent upon the subject and followed 
her a second time to make sure she was 
not imagining things. After the second 
encounter the mother had witnessed, 
she alerted her husband to the strange 
and alarming situation.

Together the girl’s parents devised a 
plan. The next morning their daughter 
found herself locked in her room as she 
refused to give heed to any reason.

That same morning the river snake, 
waiting upon the girl, soon knew some-
thing was amiss. He morphed into his 
human form and walked slowly towards 
the farmhouse. He got furious when 
he realised the girl was locked in her 
room because of their relationship and 
changed into the giant snake that he 
was. He dived into the ground and back 
up through the floorboards of the house 
in a violent and forceful way, attempt-
ing to rescue his newly begotten friend.

When the girl’s parents eventually 
unlocked her room, they only found 
a massive hole in the floor extending 
deep into the earth. Their daughter was 
never seen again.

STORY

Discipline

Johannes does not remember any 
old stories but remembers how dis-

cipline in his youth was very different 
from the current state of affairs.

His parents were strict but very in-
volved in his upbringing. They always 
ensured the best outcome for his life. 
When he was naughty, however, they 
used to discipline him in memorable 
ways as only the old people could!

In those days, children used to listen 
to their parents, especially when it 
came to educational affairs. This is the 
reason why he passed his Standard 9, 
married a woman, had three children 
(Mamies, Nthabiseng “Joy”, and Puleng 
“Rain”), and a reasonable livelihood.

He is, however, sorry that he has for-
gotten some of the olden stories and 
notes that old age memory has caught 
up with him.

IN THE OLDEN DAYS, 

PEOPLE WERE TOTALLY 

DEPENDENT UPON THE 

ENVIRONMENT FOR FOOD

AND MEDICINE AND THEREFORE

UNDERSTOOD HOW TO 

RESPECT AND CARE FOR IT. 
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MARIE MORE

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Marie More was born in Ophirton, 
Johannesburg, in 1949. Her 
husband, John More, just finished 
school and she was a seventeen-
year-old student hairdresser, 
when they met each other in 
Bloemfontein. They were together 
for one year before moving to 
Warrenton where they moved into 
the hostel across from the Bank.

Marie first started work at the bottle 
store with Kittie, and thereafter 
at Hannetjie Botes’s hairdresser. 
At one stage she also worked at 
Rosenstein’s in the men’s and 
school clothing department. But 
it was not long before she fell 
pregnant with her first born and 
she and John got married.

John’s Grandpa was originally from 
England and came here whilst 
fighting for his country. After the 
war, however, he remained in South 

Africa, and had eight children, four 
sons and four daughters, of these 
John’s father was the youngest. 
John was born in Warrenton, just 
like his children, BT, John, Suzette 
and a lot of grandchildren. All 
their children graduated from 
Warrenton Highschool but with 
time, however, their closest family 
members gradually died, the kids 
moved away and today, Marie is 
the only More left in Warrenton.

Marie still recalls how Warrenton 
Highschool and Primary were 
once combined in one building, 
but this changed when Mr 
Verryne arrived in town.

Rosenstein’s belonged to Toekie 
and Joe Rosenstein. It was one of 
the most successful and popular 
businesses in town. They sold 
hardware, men’s and women’s 
clothing, groceries, and material. 
The shop at the train station, 
where Sofie van Niekerk used 
to work, also belonged to them. 
Later on, Japie Human’s mother 
bought this very same business, 
and Marie recalls how Japie also 
had a small shop right across 
from the old Auto Spares, now 
TCT Spares. He used to buy milk 
from the farmers, reselling and 
delivering it to the towns people.

The Vosters still had the BP filling 
station and a Mr Smit had a small 
fish and chips shop. Marie recalls 

how Mr Smit walked to work every 
day, and that at eleven o’clock his 
dog would come walking along 
with a picnic basket in his mouth. 
The basket was filled with all kinds 
of foodstuffs his dad would have 
packed sending the dog to do his 
delivery work. After delivery, the 
dog would walk straight back home, 
it was the most peculiar thing.

On the corner where Foschini now 
stands, the Van Heerden’s and 
Sliep’s had their homes. Later, 
these houses were demolished and 
replaced with commercial buildings. 
The Trust Bank was located where 
Nanabhay’s is situated today, 
and right next to it, an open yard 
where Marie and John used to 
sell second-hand cars. Edgars 
and CNA were situated where 
Lewis Stores and CIA Stationery is 
located today, and Theo Malan’s 
office situated right next to it.

Barkley’s Bank used to be right 
across from Harry Sliep’s bakery, 
and Sakkie Haasbroek used to 
live right next to the bakery. 
The bioscope was located where 
Jurg Cloete’s electrical work was 
situated and, in those days, it 
was still a two story building; 
tickets bought below and the 
film shown above. The Bouwer’s 
used to live where Warrenmed 
Complex is located today.

Marie feels that the deterioration in 
town need not be so negative. Even 
though the town has deteriorated 
at a rapid pace, nothing is stopping 
the community members to make 
their own plans to absolve some 
of these very painful situations.

STORY

Unfortunately, Marie recalls no stories 
or lore’s.

NOTHING IS STOPPING 

THE COMMUNITY MEMBERS 

TO MAKE THEIR OWN PLANS 

TO ABSOLVE SOME OF THESE 

VERY PAINFUL SITUATIONS
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PIET THERON

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Piet was born on 19 February 1943 
in Upington, but his family moved 
to Namibia shortly thereafter.

Piet’s parents were very poor and 
therefore often had to relocate 
for employment purposes. He 
attended four different schools 
before his parents finally settled in 
Keetmanshoop, where his father 
worked as a foreman on a farm.

Piet only attended school up unto 
standard six, but while he was 
still at school he could not go on 
holiday like the other children. 
Instead, he had to help on the farm 
with tasks like fencing, putting up 
windmills and building zinc dams.

As a young adult he had nothing of 
his own and left to find work in a 
bar in Karasburg for a few months. 
He eventually got a better job at 
the Post Office as a truck driver, 
helping to set up telephone lines 
from Karasburg to Klein Karas. 

Three months after his camp moved 
to Otavi, he was enlisted by the 
South African Army to attend a 
training camp in Oudtshoorn. He 
completed his training and returned 
to work for the Post Office. After 
a while he resigned at the Post 
Office and worked at a butchery 
in Upington for eight years.

He always dreamt of starting his 
own business and heard about 
a small bicycle shop for sale in 
Warrenton. He resigned and 
moved to Warrenton in 1986 
with only R200 in his pocket and 
the will to succeed. He borrowed 
R150 from someone in town and 
bought the bicycle shop for R350.

His business was doing well, and 
he wanted to expand it. He made an 
appointment with Mr. Swanepoel, 
the manager at Barclays Bank, to 
apply for a R100 loan so that he 
could improve on his business. The 
loan was denied, but before Piet 
walked out the door, he told Mr. 
Swanepoel that he would persevere 
and make it on his own! He kept 
at it and worked tirelessly.

The bicycle shop was well supported 
by the locals and railway camp 
personnel. Later, he bought school 
clothing from Dina, and sold 
clothing and uniforms for many 
years to towns school children. 
Piet eventually sold the clothing 
division to Mr. Barnard and 

invested the profit in hardware 
and fish and tackle equipment.

Soon all the top anglers bought 
their supplies from him, and when 
they caught a big fish, they would 
come back to show him pictures 
of it. He made a board and put 
up photos of the most impressive 
catches. Many anglers from the 
fishing club popped in to see the 
photos of the fish. He and his 
friends also regularly went fishing 
at the Vaalharts Weir. They would 
take the boat out, anchor it to the 
island, and spend the whole day 
fishing and having a good time.

Warrenton was a very beautiful and 
special place filled with friendly 
people. The store opposite his, 
Rosenstein’s, was the largest shop 
in town when he was starting out. 
Warrenweg was full of orchards 
and vegetables and was bustling 
with farmers. The properties in 
Longstreet had many fruit trees 
growing down by the river, and he 
and his friends would regularly walk 
along the river bank on Sundays, 
stealing fruit as they went along.

STORY

Unfortunately, Piet recalls no stories 
or lore’s.

WARRENTON WAS A VERY 

BEAUTIFUL AND SPECIAL PLACE 

FILLED WITH FRIENDLY PEOPLE
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LISA ‘BOKKIE’ JAARS 

Interviewer : Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Bokkie Jaars was born on the 19th 
of December 1946 in the Campbell 
District, approximately 180km 
from Warrenton.  Bokkie’s father 
passed away from a stroke shortly 
after her birth, and because of 
this, she was raised by her mother, 
grandmother and grandfather 
on a farm called Bowen Cambell, 
later known as Vyefontein.

There was a long plantation of fig 
trees on the farm with all sorts of 
figs: black figs, English figs etc.  
When Bokkie’s grandfather also 
passed away, she and her mother 
and grandmother had no choice 
but to move to the location. For 
this reason her mother - now 
with no husband or father and 
8 children to care for - suffered 
a severe nervous breakdown.

It was her grandfather and cousin 
who gave her the nickname Bokkie.  

They said it’s because she had a tiny 
soft voice just like a new-born goat.

Later on, the farm on which 
Bokkie grew up, was given back 
to the Griqua people during a 
land claim.  Bokkie is related to 
the Big Adam Kok, the leader of 
the Griqua. Her grandmother was 
Kok and her grandfather Balie.  
There were even white people 
included in the land claim. They 
included the Bartletts and the 
Neethlings.  To this day their 
graves are still standing there, just 
like old Livingston’s monument.  
This place has a lot of history.

Bokkie and her mother moved 
to Warrenvale in 1965 and lived 
in a house that her brother, who 
is an evangelist, built out of clay 
and stone with his bare hands.  
Unfortunately, the house started 
disintegrating because of heavy 
rainfall. Those houses could 

not withstand large amounts of 
dripping water for long periods 
of time and they started melting.  
She can still remember how she 
almost lost her mother after 
the roof collapsed because one 
of the walls fell over with her 
mother still inside the house.

In those days they had a coal 
oven and had to go down to the 
river to collect wood for the oven.  
Every day, after a successful 
outing, her mother made them 
pray to give thanks for their good 
fortune.  They always played 
tricks on each other, saying that 
the river could come down at 
any moment. Everyone would 
then start running in different 
directions just at the thought 
of that happening, even though 
they were always grateful for the 
floods because it always brought 
lots of wood to the river banks.

Her mother was a very intelligent 
woman. She had her own goat herd 
which she tended very well. She did 
not slaughter often, she rather left 

the herd to grow bigger and bigger, 
and only in winter, when things 
got difficult, she would take some 
of the goats to auction.  However, 
Christmas time was a time of 
joy and goats were slaughtered 
and jam made. Her mother was 
a hardworking woman and even 
when she was in her late sixties, she 
still worked like a young woman.

Bokkie and her family always had 
enough and never found themselves 
in situations of distress or need. 
Her mother taught her good values. 
Values that she wishes the younger 
generation of today could also 
have, but the children of today are 
different and do not appreciate 
their many, many blessings.

Her mother always used to tell 
them about her years growing up.  
When her mother was younger, 
they were truly traditional in the 
way that they dressed and the way 
in which they sang.   She always 
got so angry and said “They are 
even copying us with rugby! They 
call themselves the Griquas. We 
are a nation, not a rugby team!”.

Bokkie feels that if there is one 
piece of advice she would like 
to leave behind for the next 
generation, it would be to respect 
the elders, to learn from them, 
to look after yourself as well as 
others and to help where you can.

TO RESPECT THE ELDERS, 

TO LEARN FROM THEM, 

TO LOOK AFTER YOURSELF 

AS WELL AS OTHERS 

AND TO HELP WHERE 

YOU CAN.
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STORY

Griekwa Laws

When a young girl becomes a 
woman, she is separated from 

her community for two weeks.  A kraal 
is built with twigs and branches and 
the girl has to stay inside this enclosure 
until all the elders have given her the 
secrets to life.  By doing this she is 
prepared to face all the perils that life 
may throw at her.

The girl is taught how to behave and 
how not to waste any time on young 
boys. She is fed and washed with milk 
and then rubbed with a red stone. She 
remains like this, enclosed in the kraal, 
until the day she is “danced out”, or 
graduates by traditional dance, a dance in 
which the whole community participates.

At the end of her two-week isolation, 
early in the morning before the sun 
rises, the girl is collected by the elders 
and danced down to the river while 
guitars are played and everyone sings.  
When they reach the river, boegoe is 
thrown onto the water. This is to test 
the girl.  If the boegoe drifts back to the 
shore, everyone will know that no-one 
has been with the girl, but if the stream 
takes the boegoe and it sinks down to 
the bottom, everyone will know that 
she is not as innocent as she pretends 
to be.

The elderly women would also hit 
their karosses – blankets made of 
animal hide -  on the water’s surface. 

If the water splashes over the girl’s 
head, everyone could sleep peacefully, 
because this meant that the river snake 
inspected the girl and found her to 
be pure.

After all these events have taken 
place, the feasts can begin.  Animals are 
slaughtered and food prepared. There 
is dancing and celebration all around. 
The girl has now become a woman, 
and can trust her own knowledge to 
navigate the world.

Boys are also taught how to build 
their own huts. They are also taught 
that they are not allowed to touch or 
look in the direction of a young girl 
unless willing to make her his wife.  
When the right girl does come around, 
only then is he allowed to take the girl 
to his hut and even then, he still needs 
the approval of the girl’s parents before 
any other advances are to be made.

Every family had their own formula 
for approval or disapproval of the 
possible young couple’s love. Some 
asked for lobola in the form of cattle 
and others asked for more valuable 
things. Ultimately the future of the 
young couple was left to the discretion 
of the parents.

HERMANUS  
JOHANNES

Interviewer:  
Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Hermanus Johannes was 
born on the 11th of November 
1946 in Ikhutseng. They were 
six children, four brothers 
and two sisters. Looking 
back upon his life, he notes 
how easy life seemed, that it 
never occurred to be difficult, 
because in those days, money 
was still worth something.

He attended the Berlin Mission 
school in town and recalls how 
he and friends used to play 
tiekieboll, a game played by a 
group of young boys kicking a 
small ball to and fro. They enjoyed 
it so very much, while the girls 
in turn, used to play dollhouse.

After school, Johannes worked 
as a gardener in Warrenton, but 
moved to Wellington in 1960 
where he worked in a toilet factory 
for three years.  He also worked 
in a can factory, bakery and 
piano factory, but unfortunately 
started drinking heavily.

Concerned for his health, 
Johannes’s sister insisted upon 
his return home. Back home, he 
met his wife and they had one 
child.  His wife has since passed 
away, but he still stands strong.

STORY

Sadly Johannes can’t recall any good 
stories.



LIZELLE 
MOTLAGOMANG 
LEEUW 

Interviewer: Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area: Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Motlagomang Lizzie Leeuw was 
born on the 8th of August 1952 in 
a small settlement called Holpan 
near Windsorton some 40km from 
Warrenton. She has spent most of 
her life moving from farm to farm 
until she settled in Warrenton 
after the death of her husband.

Lizzie feels that the community 
should do more to promote a 
clean and beautiful environment. 
They should plant more flowers, 
trees and the like, and most of 
all, people should save water!

THE COMMUNITY SHOULD DO MORE TO PROMOTE

 A CLEAN AND BEAUTIFUL ENVIRONMENTKeolopile Dikokwe
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LIZELLE 
MOTLAGOMANG 
LEEUW 

Interviewer: Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area: Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Motlagomang Lizzie Leeuw was 
born on the 8th of August 1952 in 
a small settlement called Holpan 
near Windsorton some 40km from 
Warrenton. She has spent most of 
her life moving from farm to farm 
until she settled in Warrenton 
after the death of her husband.

Lizzie feels that the community 
should do more to promote a 
clean and beautiful environment. 
They should plant more flowers, 
trees and the like, and most of 
all, people should save water!

THE COMMUNITY SHOULD DO MORE TO PROMOTE

 A CLEAN AND BEAUTIFUL ENVIRONMENT

Lizzie notes the absence of running 
water at her home. While she 
was staying on the farm, they 
lived close to dams and a pump 
supplied them with running water. 
Now she has to fetch water from 
a water point at this old age!

At the very least, the government 
supplies her with a pension fund 
that makes her feel independent, 
as she can fend for herself.

STORY 

Jackal and Hyena 
stealing sheep

There was a time of great drought, 
food was scarce and Jackal and 

Hyena were very hungry. Jackal had the 
farmer’s sheep in his mind for a long 
time, but just did not have the perfect 
plan to avoid the farmer’s revenge, 
because this specific farmer was very 
angry at Jackal for some previous 
tricks he had played on him, and Jackal 
therefore knew that he would hunt him 
to the ends of the earth.

Jackal thought long and hard of just 
the perfect plan and in the end re-
solved to make Hyena the scape goat. 
When Jackal saw Hyena in the veld, he 
immediately enacted his plan, lowering 

himself, snout to the ground, as if in 
pursuit of prey.

Hyena, noticing Jackal down on the 
ground, thought to himself: “That old 
fox, he must be up to something, he 
must have some much needed food in 
the eye, and he’s not sharing it with 
me, so I’ll follow him, and see if I can’t 
also feast in his catch!” Jackal, acting 
as if he did not notice Hyena, kept on 
crawling toward the sheep kraal and 
went to lie down behind a large boul-
der. Hyena in close pursuit, got up just 
behind Jackal, upon which Jackal acted 
in surprise and said, “It’s you, you’ve 
followed me all this time, and almost 
derailed my plan, but it’s too late now, 
I’ll have to let you in on the secret, but 
on one condition, you do exactly as I 
say!” Hyena feeling ashamed of himself 
for following Jackal and having been 
caught out, did as Jackal told him.

Silently, the two waited until the 
kraal was filled with sheep and locked 
properly by the farmer himself, whom 
now could go and rest with peace of 
mind. In the depth of night the two, 
as light as feathers due to the months 
of hunger, easily jumped over the kraal 
wall. Once inside, each one grabbed a 
juicy sheep and started to feast.

Jackal, being aware of a hole in the 
kraal wall, every now and again went to 
check whether he still fitted through, 
as he knew that later on he might be 
too heavy to lift himself over the kraal 
wall. He also knew that Hyena was 
much too greedy and gluttonous, and 

when the time came, would be unable 
to fit through the hole or to jump over 
the kraal wall. This was Jackal’s plan 
all along.

When Jackal had, had just enough to 
ensure he still fitted through the hole 
in the wall, he squeezed through and 
started to scream, “Farmer, Farmer, 
Hyena is in your kraal eating all you fat-
tened sheep!”, and ran off, thinking to 
himself that he was now safe and out of 
harm’s way. Jackal saw how the farmer, 
workers and dogs rushed toward the 
kraal finding a panicked Hyena inside. 
They beat the poor Hyena until he had 
no strength left, threw him over the 
kraal wall and left him for dead.

Hyena was unable to move, but 
knew that if the farmer found him the 
next day, he would skin him alive and 
therefore started to crawl toward the 
veld just before sunrise. Jackal, having 
had a peaceful rest after his wonderful 
feast, noticed Hyena’s movement and 
thought of an even crueller plan.

Far off in the distance Hyena noticed 
Jackal lying dead still. He mumbled to 
himself: “If I get to him, I’ll bite off his 
ear, I don’t care if he is dead or not, he 
was the one that alerted the farmer!”

Jackal having heard this mumbling 
said; “Oh, so this is how you want to 
repay me for taking you along on my 
find, you eat till you’re full, and then 
scream to the farmer; “Farmer, farmer, 
Jackal is in your kraal!”, how dare you 
insult me in such a way? Look at what 
the farmer and his dogs have done to 
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me, I can’t even crawl to save my life!” 
Shocked Hyena replied: “If it was not 
you, then who was it, the baboon? He 
must be taking revenge on us!”

Resolved on this thought, Hyena went 
into an absolute fury, and mustered up 
even more strength to go and find the 
old Baboon so as to teach him a lesson, 
but Jackal, called out; “Hyena we need 
to get home, once the sun is up, the 
farmer will find us, and skin us alive!” 
Hyena, remembering the beating he 
got, did not want to revisit it, and 
rather started home when Jackal once 
more called out: “Hyena, please help 
me, I can’t walk, I can’t even crawl, you 
still have enough strength, just look at 
you, please could you carry me?”

Hyena decided that he owed Jackal 
and despite his injuries, loaded Jackal 
onto his back. The cocky Jackal began 
to sing, “The ill carries the healthy, the 
ill carries the healthy”, upon which Hy-
ena having heard this murmur, threw 
Jackal off his back, and said; “What did 
you just say?” Jackal looking all hurt 
and lying on the ground immobile, 
squeaked; “I said, the healthy carries 
the ill, the healthy carries the ill”

Hyena carried Jackal all the way 
home. Upon arrival, Jackal jumped of 
Hyena’s back and started to dance all 
around Hyena singing, “The ill carries 
the healthy, the ill carries the healthy”.

It is said that to this day Hyena is still 
looking for ways in which to get back 
at Jackal!

ANNA KLEINGELD

Interviewer :  Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Anna was born in Windsorton 
on 8 October 1946. She 
matriculated from Warrenton 
Highschool, and worked in 
Barkly West for a while, but 
soon returned to Warrenton 
and got married. They 
also lived in Kimberley 
and Hartswater at some 
point. They raised three 
children, Steve, Vellina 
and Org in Warrenton.

Warrenton was one of 
the most beautiful towns, 
respectable and tidy, but 
it looks like a dump heap 
today. When she receives 
guests who have not been 
here in a while, they always 
ask why the town is in such 
a state. This makes her feel 
embarrassed and sad.

She recently cut a hole 
in her tyre while driving 

down the dilapidated tar road. 
She thinks the municipality is run 
poorly and that today’s children 
no longer want to get their hands 
dirty. There used to be teams of 
people who made sure that the 
town was presentable and safe.

At one point there were more 
than 700 children in Warrenton’s 
schools. The hostel could not 
accommodate all the potential 
scholars. Eventually the other 
towns in the area built their own 
high schools and the children 
slowly trickled away. The derelict 
hostel is the first thing you see 
when you enter Warrenton today 
and it is just one big eyesore.

The town’s swimming pool, 
roller skating rink and caravan 
park was located near the low-
water bridge. People liked to get 
together there but over time it 
was mismanaged and left in ruins. 
With the construction of the new 
bridge, the last remnants of the 

facilities have disappeared and 
have been replaced with cement 
and a few concrete tables.

The landfill site is a complete 
disaster. The rubbish is strewn all 
over and plastic bags are blown 
onto the neighbouring farms and 
communal land. The surrounding 
environment is littered with 
plastic bags. She wonders how 
many cattle and other animals die 
because of eating rubbish. She is 
too scared to get out of her vehicle 
because the pigs and goats charge 
at you. It really upsets her that 
people dump garbage along the 
road, hundreds of meters before 
the entrance of the landfill site.

Another issue is the cattle and 
horses running amuck in the town’s 
streets. After watering her lawn on 
the sidewalk, a large herd of cattle 
trampled the soft grass full of holes. 
One evening the cattle ruined her 
neighbour’s fence, but they only 
realized the next morning and by 
that time two of their beloved dogs 
had disappeared. The dogs were like 
their children and the woman still 
cries about them to this day. No one 
came to mend the fence or apologise 
for what happened to her dogs.

STORY

Unfortunately, Anna recalls no stories 
or lore’s.
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THOTSE JAN SENTLE 

Interviewer : Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Majeng

BACKGROUND

Jan was born on the 3rd of April 1960 
in Majeng. He spent most of his 
life on a farm called Skoolplaas but 
did move around from Majeng to 
Takeng, Vaalboshoek and Gataotwe 
Village before returning home.

Thotse is from the Tlhaping tribe, 
it means “ke o phora ka lebese ke 
iphora ka tlhoa / I wash myself with 
milk and rub myself with whey”

Thotse enjoys life in Majeng; it 
may not be the best kind of life, but 

it is free and close to nature. He 
recalls how the community used 
to plant various cultivars such as 
peanuts, watermelons, melons and 
maize, near some of the hills that 
surround Majeng in the olden days.

STORY

Jackal and Wolf 
stealing milk

Jackal and Hyena spent a lot of 
time scouting for food during a rife 

drought, when they noticed a milk truck 
travelling the road regularly. Jackal, re-
ally hungry by that time, decided that 
they had to get onto the truck in order 
to drink some of the delicious milk that 
was meant for the market. He just did 
not know how, as every time he tried 
to jump onto the truck while it was 
driving past, he just could not make 

the jump and landed face down on the 
rocky road.

He devised another type of plan, he 
ran ahead of the truck and acted as if 
he was dead, lying motionless in the 
middle of the road. When the truck 
came upon him, the driver stopped, and 
feeling sorry for the little fox, threw it 
on the back of the truck in order to get 
it out of the road.

The truck travelled on through the 
moonlit night. Jackal could not believe 
his eyes, he had the whole truck of milk 
barrels to himself. He 
knew that he could not 
stay there, so one by one 
he rolled the barrels off 
the truck to feast on later 
when the truck master 
would be long gone.

Hyena, following the truck, just could 
not wait to drink some of the delicious 
milk, and started to drink barrel after 
barrel as Jackal was rolling them off 
the truck. He did not think of his friend 
doing all the dangerous work or how 
angry Jackal would be if he found Hyena 
had drunk almost all of  Jackal’s find.

So when Jackal got off the truck and 
saw how greedy Hyena had been, he 
said to Hyena: “Tomorrow night, you 
will do all the dirty work, and I’ll follow 
the truck, it’s easy, just repeat what 
I did.”

But Jackal, being very angry at Hyena, 
had a more sinister plan in mind.

Hyena, being slow of mind but also 
knowing that he did not act in the most 

virtues manner, accepted the task. Ac-
cordingly, the next night Hyena acted 
in the precise same manner as Jackal 
did the night before. He lay motion-
less in the road waiting for the truck 
to arrive.

He heard the truck stop and knew the 
plan had worked, but the next moment 
the driver hit him with a stick and beat 
him up very badly. He lay motionless as 
long as he could, until it was no effort 
anymore, as he had no strength left to 
move a muscle. The driver kicked him 

out of the road and 
drove off.

When Hyena got to 
Jackal, he told him 
what misfortune he 
had had, upon which 
Jackal only replied: 

“What a shame I don’t have such a 
handsome skin as you have got, my 
very good old friend!”

And that is how Jackal the trickster, 
taught Hyena a little lesson on greed-
iness.

IT MAY NOT BE 

THE BEST KIND OF LIFE,

BUT IT IS FREE AND

CLOSE TO NATURE



KATRINA PAKIES

Interviewer: Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Katrina Pakies was born on the 29th 
of September 1960 in Venterstad, 
approximately 400km from 
Warrenton.  She was not raised 
by her mother and father but by 
her grandmother and grandfather.  
Her grandmother was also born 
in Venterstad but her grandfather 
came from Warrenton and that’s 
why they moved back to his home 
town when she was still very young.

Her message for generations still to 
come is that people have to respect 
nature, because it too has a boss!

Letlogonolo Mothibi
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KATRINA PAKIES

Interviewer: Brumilda Hendricks
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Katrina Pakies was born on the 29th 
of September 1960 in Venterstad, 
approximately 400km from 
Warrenton.  She was not raised 
by her mother and father but by 
her grandmother and grandfather.  
Her grandmother was also born 
in Venterstad but her grandfather 
came from Warrenton and that’s 
why they moved back to his home 
town when she was still very young.

Her message for generations still to 
come is that people have to respect 
nature, because it too has a boss!

Letlogonolo Mothibi

STORY

Girl with freckles

There was once a beautiful young 
girl with red hair and freckles. On 

the day that she got married, she and 
her new husband decided to go down 
to the river to take photos in an at-
tempt to capture this very special day. 
When they arrived at the river, the girl 
climbed onto a rock to take a picture of 
herself in her breath-taking wedding 
dress and jewellery. Without any warn-
ing the girl slipped and fell off the rock. 
Bystanders yelled in shock and ran to 
where they last saw her, but the girl 
was nowhere to be seen. All that they 
could find was her wedding ring at the 
bottom of the rocks in the mud.

Everyone was in a panic and arrange-
ments were made to start a search 
party. The sluices were closed and a 
group of people went into the river to 
look for the girl. They searched from 
morning till noon, but the girl was 
nowhere to be found.

The elderly people believed in river 
people. They are similar to us terrestri-
als, but they live in caves deep beneath 
the river. They have a strong fondness 
and love towards girls with red hair 
and freckles and although the river 
people do not tolerate us, they are very 

welcoming towards the red-haired, 
freckled amongst us.

After searching for a long time, the 
people eventually gave up hope of ever 
finding her. They were content with 
the thought that the freckled girl was 
in good hands and that no harm would 
come to her, because girls like her, 
were believed to be treated like queens 
by the river people.

Without gratitude

There was once a group of friends 
that loved to fish, they spent 

hours on end next to the river.  One 
day, on their way back from a fishing 
expedition, they came upon three pots. 
One filled with delicious meat, another 
filled with samp and the last pot filled 
with silver coins.

There was no one around and they 
found it very strange that someone 
would leave the pots unguarded. One 
of the friends could not believe his luck 
and a weight lifted from his shoulders. 
The other two were more cautious, 
suspicious. They had a feeling that 
everything was not right and that this 
just might be a trap they were walking 
into. After a while, the eager friend 
convinced the other two that this was 
good luck and nothing else, like a gift 
sent straight from above and that there 
was no harm in accepting this gift.

When they arrived home, they ate 
the food and the coins were shared 
between them.  In the blink of an eye, 

they were millionaires. Meanwhile, 
in the background, a thunderstorm 
began to brew and eventually turned 
into a huge storm.  They tried to go to 
sleep, but it was impossible.  Besides 
the storm, there was a strange bright 
light outside their window.  They went 
outside to try and see where the light 
was coming from, but could not find 
anything.  It made them uneasy, it felt 
as if someone was watching them, it 
was the strangest feeling. After a while, 
they managed to fall asleep, but when 
they woke up the next morning they 
were all swollen as if fluid had built up 
in their bodies.

They decided that it had to have been 
the great water spirit that put a curse 
on them because they took the food 
and coins without asking.  Without 
thinking twice, they rushed down to 
the river to apologize to the river snake 
for taking the food and coins without 
permission.  The two men that didn’t 
want to share in the find in first place, 
recovered after a profuse apology, but 
the eager man who convinced them to 
take the pots, is to this very day, still in 
the same swollen condition.

PEOPLE HAVE TO RESPECT NATURE,

BECAUSE IT TOO HAS A BOSS!
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ALICE RHENOSTER

Interviewer: Amoré Nel
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Alice Rhenoster was born in 
Warrenton on the 7th of October 
1951. She and her family lived in 
Slangheuwel. Her grandmother 
raised her as her mother had a 
full-time job.  In 1963, while still 
in high school, she and her family 
had to relocate to Warrenvale 

because of the Group Areas Act. She 
has been living there ever since.

She attended The Berlin Mission 
School in town from grade 1 – 7. 
It was a Lutheran Church charity 
which was situated where the post 
office is today. The school was 
very beautiful and well maintained 
with plenty of classrooms to 
accommodate all the children. 
She still remembers how they 
used to walk all the way from 
Slangheuwel, through bushes and 
mining heaps, to get to school.

After graduating from grade 
7, Alice had to go to the high 
school in Slangheuwel. This was 
a tin building and far too small 
to accommodate all the children. 
Some of the children even had 
to attend school in Ikhutseng’s 
church building.  Alice still recalls 
her grade 8 teacher, Mr Star, but 
after completing grade 8 with 
Mr Star, she went to the William 
Prescott School in Kimberley 
to complete high school.

After graduating from grade 10, 
Alice’s mother insisted that she 
should become a nurse. She went 
to Cape Town where she attended 
nursing school, even though it 
was no passion of hers at all. 
After some time, Alice returned 
to Warrenton to complete high 
school. She then studied to become 
a school teacher instead of a 
nurse. She accepted a position at 
Warrenvale Combined School. At 
that time the school accommodated 
grade 1 to 8 and only much later 
expanded to include grades 8 to 12.

Alice got married in 1977 and was 
a teacher for 36 years. Teaching 
has changed so very much after all 
these years. Nowadays the focus 
is on the teachers and not on the 
children anymore. It’s all about 
policies and procedures, making 
teaching very difficult indeed. This 
scared a lot of teachers as they 
believed themselves to be unable to 
cope, but she just kept going and 
taught up until her 60th birthday.

Alice feels that today’s pupils 
struggle to keep up in school. 
Matric results decline annually, 
strong students become smarter 
and smarter but the middle-class 
students are left behind.  It is a 
big problem and because students 
are unable to keep up in school, 
they revert to all kinds of evils, 
which eventually causes them to 

ALICE BELIEVES THAT 

IT IS BECAUSE PEOPLE 

DO NOT HAVE RESPECT 

FOR ONE ANOTHER ANYMORE, 

BUT THAT WITH PRAYER, 

GOOD HAS A CHANCE TO PREVAIL.

leave school much sooner than 
they should. They get involved 
in drugs and everything that 
goes along with it because they 
can’t get proper jobs. In the end, 
it is just a futile situation.

Alice believes that it is because 
people do not have respect for one 
another anymore, but that with 
prayer, good has a chance to prevail.

STORY

Alice does not recall any stories  
or lore’s.
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LEAN MOLATUDI

Interviewer : Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Majeng

BACKGROUND

Lean Molatudi was born on the 
16th of December 1958, in Holpan 
near Barkly West, some 60km 
from Warrenton, and moved to 
Majeng when she got married.

Lean does not have fond memories 
of growing up, the apartheid era 
for Lean leaves memories of her 
as a child, looking upon beatings 

her father used to get by either his 
employer or policeman of the time 
for reasons that never felt fair.

She remembers the pass system, 
and her parents working very late, 
and how in those days you were 
told that things were either right or 
wrong, no grey areas to dispute.

She also notes that men of those 
days were not good men and that 
her father, in turn, used to beat 
her, her siblings and mother very 
badly. The beatings were so bad that 
her mother, in a desperate state, 
decided to leave her husband and 
to fend for her and her children 
herself. Her father remarried and 

had 3 children and is 
still alive to this day, 
whilst her mother 
never married 
again and passed 
on a while back.

Lean and her siblings worked as 
domestic workers for a good part of 
their lives, and remembers it being 
a good life as money still had value 
in those days. These days it does 
not seem like it has any value at 
all. Lean worked in the Transvaal 
area, as money up north was much 
more than what one could obtain 
down here in the Northern Cape. 
Today she is retired and lives a quiet 
life with her family in Majeng.

Lean believes that mutual respect 
between people, youth to elders, 
elders to youth, is the single most 
important message she would like 
to leave behind, for this virtue 
can either build up or destroy.

MUTUAL RESPECT 

BETWEEN PEOPLE

IS THE SINGLE MOST

IMPORTANT MESSAGE

STORY

Jackal, Hyena and Hare 

Once upon a time, Jackal and Hyena 
were very good friends and as such, 

Jackal told Hyena that he would go out 
and scout for food for the both of them.

So Jackal went on his scouting ex-
pedition and came upon a Kraal full of 
goats. Jackpot! Jackal had never been 
one with much integrity and decided 
that he would start eating before 
telling Hyena about the spread he had 
found, as you’d never know when the 
farmer may come round.

While Jackal was eating his heart out, 
Rabbit, passing by, noticed that Hyena 
was not by his side. Hopping along, 
Rabbit later also passed Hyena and 
asked why he was not with his friend 
feasting on their find.

Hyena, not knowing anything about 
Jackal’s find, hurried to where Rabbit 
told him he had last seen Jackal. Jackal, 
still in the act of eating, noticed Hyena 
coming near and in a sudden moment 
of improvising, acted as if he was 
praying instead of feasting, but Hyena, 
having been told by Rabbit about Jack-
al’s gluttony, screamed out: “ I saw you, 
you have been eating all along!”

But Jackal insisted he was praying, 
saying thanks to their wonderful find, 
and that he would have called Hyena 
just then. As gullible as Hyena was, he 
believed his good old friend, Jackal the 
trickster.



MARIA PLESIER

Interviewer: Amoré Nel
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Maria Plesier was born on the 3rd 
of January 1943 in Slangheuwel, 
Warrenton. It is here that she 
was raised, attended the Berlin 
Mission School, and worked at 
the Warrenton School hostel 
for twenty-five years.

In those days Warrenton was still 
known as Grasbult, and she recalls 
how her church was still known 
as the Duitse Gereformeerde 
(Dutch Reformed) Church, a 
green building situated on the 
N12. It was only when the church 
moved to Slangheuwel that its 
name changed to Nederduits 
Gereformeerde (Nether-dutch 
Reformed) Church and after that 
to the Uniting Reformed Church.

She had a hard life, but things 
were much cheaper than today. 
She earned ten Shillings per 
month but could buy a huge 
piece of material for 1 Tickey.Damion Fish
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MARIA PLESIER

Interviewer: Amoré Nel
Area: Warrenvale

BACKGROUND

Maria Plesier was born on the 3rd 
of January 1943 in Slangheuwel, 
Warrenton. It is here that she 
was raised, attended the Berlin 
Mission School, and worked at 
the Warrenton School hostel 
for twenty-five years.

In those days Warrenton was still 
known as Grasbult, and she recalls 
how her church was still known 
as the Duitse Gereformeerde 
(Dutch Reformed) Church, a 
green building situated on the 
N12. It was only when the church 
moved to Slangheuwel that its 
name changed to Nederduits 
Gereformeerde (Nether-dutch 
Reformed) Church and after that 
to the Uniting Reformed Church.

She had a hard life, but things 
were much cheaper than today. 
She earned ten Shillings per 
month but could buy a huge 
piece of material for 1 Tickey.Damion Fish

Everything she knew about 
cleaning, she learned by working 
for a farmer. The wooden floors 
had to be scrubbed with steel 
wool until they were as white as 
snow. She still recalls how, when 
the children returned home after 
school, they would run all over 
the newly scrubbed floor with 
their muddy feet and then you, 
the worker, would get the blame 
for it. She scrubbed the pots and 
coal stoves until they shined, even 
though her hands were hurting and 
even though it was difficult times, 
she has no regrets because today 
she is able to show her children 
how things are to be done.

At home, they rarely used wood 
to make fire; instead, fine coal 
was collected on the railway and 
mixed with cow dung. The mixture 
was then formed into round disks 

which were placed on a tin sheet 
to dry in the sun. These discs were 
then used to make their fires.

All her brothers have passed away 
over the years and she and her 
three children are the only ones 
still around. She feels that the Lord 
blesses her daily and she gives 
thanks for the strength and hope He 
gives her to get through every day.  

Maria would like to leave the next 
generation with the following 
message; “Surrender to the Lord, 
because it is through Him that we 
live and do His work. If you busy 
yourself with worldly things, it will 
get you into trouble!”

STORY

The River girl

Maria’s grandfather used to tell her 
stories about the River girl. When 

close to the river, noticing a whirlwind 
blowing wind in different directions, 
you should know that the River girl is 
near. It is best to remove yourself from 
such situations, especially if you have 
moles or have your period because she 
might just pull you in.

Maria recalls that she herself was 
busy making firewood at the river one 
afternoon, when she suddenly noticed 
a cow in the middle of the river. It had 
a flower right in front of his head and 
when she looked closer, the cow had 
turned into a big flower. That is how 
she pulls her victims in, with curiosity!  
It is best not to play with the river.

IF YOU BUSY YOURSELF 

WITH WORLDLY THINGS, 

IT WILL GET YOU 

INTO TROUBLE!
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In May that year, Louis Venter, bank 
manager of Standard Bank, came 
to his father’s home and asked if 
Paul could play a rugby match for 
them the coming Saturday. His 
father explained to Louis that he 
did not have a lot of money and 
could not afford to drive up and 
down for practice every day. Louis 
did not accept this excuse and told 
Paul’s father to start packing Paul’s 
suitcases because he would take 
him under his wing. The next day 
he started an internship at the bank 
and played his first match for Louis 
that weekend. He was hired full 
time at the bank two months later.

In the nineteen-fifties the gold 
mine industry in Transvaal 
was booming. Standard Bank 
headquarters sent out a letter asking 
fifty young men who would be 
willing to transfer from the Western 
Cape to Transvaal, to sign up. Paul 
signed up and on 18 February 1954 
he got on a train at Gouda station 
and travelled for four days and four 
nights to Rustenburg. He stayed 
at the Olifant’s Hotel as all the 
boarding houses were occupied. 
He still recalls how he earned 17 
pounds a month and paid 14 pounds 
per month for accommodation.

During the next two years he 
worked at the bank and played 
rugby for the Central SAP 
Union. They competed against 

Potchefstroom, Thabazimbi and the 
Pumas and won the SAP Union Cup.

Once they won a match against 
Pretoria while Shorty Du Randt 
was still captain, and it was not 
long thereafter that Shorty asked 
Paul whether he would play for 
Pretoria. Paul remembers how 
he tried to persuade him by 
saying how they would go on a 
tour in Cape Town before going 
to the national Springbok trials. 
Paul could not resist this offer 
and the next Monday Paul was 
called to the manager’s office 
and informed that he was being 
transferred to the Pretoria branch. 
Paul was terribly excited.

He was employed by the bank for 
17 years all the while playing rugby 
for Pretoria. He received other rugby 
offers but preferred Pretoria above 
all else. In a 1958 match between 
two bank branches in Johannesburg, 
both of Paul’s clavicles were broken. 
He never played rugby again and 
had to focus on coaching instead.

On 18 February 1968 he and his 
wife, Anna, settled in Warrenton. 
His father-in-law told him to 
resign at the bank and move to 
Warrenton or else he would sell 
all his property in Warrenton and 
move to Pretoria to be close to 
his only daughter. Paul decided 
to take the risk and resigned at 
the bank to move to Warrenton.

With Paul’s arrival, Harold Turner 
was still in charge of Warrenton’s 
rugby club. Harold and Wikkie 
Payne came over to introduce 
themselves because they heard 
that he was interested in rugby and 
wanted to know whether Paul would 
be willing to help with the town’s 
rugby. He immediately agreed and 
started coaching the next day.

At this stage Warrenton played 
third league rugby. They went 
on to win the third league cup 
and then the second league 
cup. Soon, Paul was chosen for 
Griqualand West management and 
remained involved for 17 years.

He helped to keep the towns rugby 
field in order with assistance 
from the municipality. His 
goal was to develop Warrenton 
rugby and therefore once a 
year he took Warrenton School 
rugby players to Stellenbosch to 
receive rugby training at Paul 
Roos. They even offered a rugby 
course in Warrenton, this was 
where Danie Craven discovered 
Pieter Hendricks while he was 
coaching, and Pieter later went 
on to become a Springbok.

Every year some boys from 
the Maties club would play in 
Warrenton during the off season 
and in this way the club kept 
growing. Later, however, Paul 
started to struggle because of the 

PAUL BURGER

Interviewer : Nanette Flemming
Area: Warrenton

BACKGROUND

Paul was born in Citrusdal on 13 
April 1933. He attended a small 
farm school at first and went to 
Highschool Citrusdal in standard 
six. He excelled at sport and his 
father decided to enrol him in 
Highschool Moorreesburg to 
complete standard eight, nine and 
ten. During high school he lived 
with Flip Logner in Bossiesvlei and 
played in the Boland school rugby 
leagues. He matriculated in 1951 
and some of the records he achieved 
are still unbroken to this very day.

Paul wanted to obtain a degree, but 
at the time, his parents did not have 
enough money to send him to an 
university. In 1952 he applied for 
work at various places, but in those 
years, work was very scarce and he 
ended up working for his father on 
their farm for 8 pounds a month.
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load and went to Dr Craven for 
council. He explained to Dr Craven 
that eight teachers in his team 
went on leave every June, causing 
him to lose all his matches. Dr 
Craven attempted to resolve the 
problem by asking Butch to call 
Du Randt, Head of the Military in 
Cape Town, to tell him that Maties 
players would no longer be sent to 
him over the holidays but rather 
to Jan Kempdorp and Warrenton.

The first bunch that arrived in 
Warrenton included Neil Hugo, 
Bertie de Wet, Frikkie Ebersohn, 
Smit and Spannenberg. They 
didn’t want to stay at the camp 
and instead stayed at Paul’s house. 
He gave them a VW combi to drive 
around in and so the rugby club 
grew and grew. Dr Craven advised 
him to find and focus his attention 
on one or two skilful players. He got 
Org on the team and at one point 
had eleven Griquas in his team. The 
last time that a private club won 
every provincial trophy in South 
African history was in 1985. It was 
also the first and last time that the 
Shimlas and Maties played in a 
combined team against the Griquas.

In 1991 Paul suffered from a 
heart attack and Dr Flemming 
advised him to quit rugby 
altogether, as if he did not, 
he’d possibly die on the field.

At that time Pauls family was so 
large and all consumed in the rugby 
world that Paul contacted Dr Craven 
with an idea. He explained to Dr 
Craven that his family was large 
enough to be a team in their own 
right and that they were interested 
to play against the Griquas. 
Twenty Burgers played against the 
Griquas in Warrenton and only one 
of them was not a provincial or 
Springbok rugby player. Dr Craven 
was so taken with the thought 
he even applied to place it in the 
Guinness Book of Records, but it 
unfortunately never materialized.

Paul has done a lot for Warrenton 
over the years. The money he 
generated was always invested 
to improve the town.

STORY

Unfortunately, Paul recalls no stories 
or lore’s.

ANNIE MOEKETSI 

Interviewer: 
Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area: Ikhutseng

BACKGROUND

Annie Moeketsi was born 
on the 18th of March 1937 
on Transvaal Hoedop, near 
Christiana, 40km from 
Warrenton. She was the 
3rd born in the family and 
spent most of her life on 
farms such as Reginah (near 
Hertzogville) and Deldam 
(near Bloemhof). Later on, 
together with her employer, 
she moved to Warrenton 
where she made her home 
after some shuffling around.

Annie does not feel free in 
Warrenton. There are not 

enough houses, no water, and no 
progress. In general she does not 
know who to speak to about these 
matters even though she votes 
every 5 years for positive change. 
She feels her vote is not worth 
much as nothing ever gets done.

STORY

Annie does not have any specific story 
but she does have a riddle.

What crawls

What crawls and crawls on its stomach 
until it gives birth?

A watermelon!
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KEANETSWE 
LENAH TABI

 Interviewer: Keitumetse Moeketsi
Area : Majeng

BACKGROUND

Keanetswe Lenah Tabi was 
born on the 30th of July 1952 in 
Majeng. Keanetswe grew up with 
her grandmother and father. 
Her grandmother used to work 
at the Cooperation in Bullhill 
and every Sunday afternoon 
her grandfather would take her 
grandmother into town for the 
week’s work that lay ahead.

When she was born, she was 
wrapped in a goat’s skin, as 

is their traditional ways, and 
kept that skin until well into 
adulthood, until it was too worn 
and torn to use any further.

Keanetswe remembers how she 
grew up almost as if she was a boy. 
She would milk cows, tend the 
horses, and herd cattle and sheep.

In the mornings before going to 
school, Keanetswe had the task 
of catching the little lambs before 
they started to drink from their 
mothers in order to milk the sheep, 
after which she would take the 
milk to her house for use in the 
kitchen. Thereafter she also had to 
tend to the horses by feeding them 
“Roltwak” so as to strengthen them 
for the day’s work ahead of them. 
After feeding them, and letting 
them drink enough water, her father 
would collect them to complete a 
tough day’s work in the fields.

After school, she remembers how 
she used to take a well prepared 
tanned goat skin on which she 
ground meal with the use of 
rocks for three different uses; a 

fine and a grainy meal for use 
by people, and maize grains for 
the animals. They used the fine 
and grainy meal to prepare tasty 
meals and afterwards she would 
always help her grandfather in the 
peanut, maize and lucern fields 
the adults tended to each day.

When a goat is slaughtered, every 
part of the goat is used, the meat 
is prepared and eaten, whilst the 
skin is prepared in a completely 
different manner for use in their 
maize grinding processes. After 
removing all possible meaty areas 
from the skin with a knife, rocks 
are used to remove any parts that 
were not removed during the 
first stage, thereafter grainy salt 
is used to dry out the skin, after 
which it is tanned till perfection.

At night, after a full day’s work, 
Keanetswe had the task of herding 
all the cattle, sheep and horses back 
to their “stables” for safekeeping 
during the night. The next morning 
her routine would start all over 
again, always with excitement about 
what the day would keep in store.

Keanetswe feels that people have 
neglected the environment too 
long and fears that if everyone 
doesn’t start taking care of 
it now, it will slowly keep on 
deteriorating until nothing is left.

STORY

Jackal en Hyena stealing 
from the pantry

Jackal and Hyena were looking for 
jobs when they were hired by a 

farmer to act as his servants. After a 
hard day’s work, the two of them went 
to bed for a well-deserved rest.

While running some errands for the 
farmer, Jackal noticed some barrels of 
cream the farmer was storing in his 
pantry. Cunning Jackal devised a plan, 
silently in the middle of the night he 
ate until he could no more, but know-
ing that the farmer might suspect both 
of them took some cream with him to 
where Hyena was lying fast asleep.

While Hyena was snoring away, 
Jackal smeared some of the cream he 
had brought with under Hyenas tail so 
that when the farmer would ask, Hyena 
would look like the guilty party and 
not him.

The next day the farmer was furious 
and immediately accused Jackal of the 
thievery. Jackal immediately told the 
farmer that it was not him; instead, it 
was Hyena, as his tail was full of cream, 
giving him away! 

Hyena was beaten up badly, and both 
lost their jobs. While walking away from 
the farmhouse Hyena, said to Jackal, “It 
wasn’t me, I did not do it, it was you!” 
Jackal, of course, denied the allegation 
upon which Hyena said: “Well let’s see, 

KEANETSWE FEELS THAT PEOPLE 

HAVE NEGLECTED THE ENVIRONMENT 

TOO LONG AND FEARS THAT IF 

EVERYONE DOESN’T START TAKING 

CARE OF IT NOW, IT WILL SLOWLY KEEP 

ON DETERIORATING UNTIL NOTHING IS LEFT


